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Volunteer leadership, volunteer service and voluntary support are essential 
to the progress of an independent college and a strong society. For one 
hundred and fifty years Lindenwood has prospered because men 
and women have given of themselves and their substance to support 
the cause of higher education and thereby enhance the quality of life. 
That tradition continues today. This initial issue of THE 
LINDENWOODS looks at volunteerism in the many sectors of the 
Lindenwood community. 
Two student "volunteers," Kathy and Steve Kochanski, a sister 
and brother who head the women's and men's student governments, 
appear on the cover. 
Retired teachers are volunteering to work with Lindenwood 
students who are future teachers. Pages 2 and 3. 
In Lindenwood 4 the Voluntary Association Administration 
Program (VAAP) offers graduate and undergraduate degrees to 
professiondls working in volunteer and not-for-profit agencies. Pages 
4 and 5. 
The Sesquicentennial Fair brought scores of volunteers from 
college and community together in an event which benefited the new 
Student Activities Center. Pages 8 and 9. 
A Lindenwood alumna writes from India where she and her 
husband serve on a mission field. Page 14. 
The Honor Roll of donors lists those whose voluntary gifts support 
Lindenwood's commitment to excellence in higher education. Their 
gifts make it possible for The Colleges to flourish. Begins on Page 6 
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Future teachers profit from 
retired professionals' expertise 
by Elizabeth Fischer O'Brien 
Retired public school professionals in St. 
Charles may not remain retired for long. A new 
concept of teaching, which utilizes such 
professionals in the training of undergraduate 
education majors, is now being used at The 
Lindenwood Colleges. The program is required for 
Lindenwood undergraduate education students 
working toward bachelor's degrees in elementary 
and secondary education. 
Nine recently retired teachers who taught in 
the St. Charles public schools for many years are 
now assisting in this program called Retired 
Educational Professionals in Teacher Education, or 
REPTE. 
"We call them the repeat group," says Dr. 
John S. Burd, originator of the program and 
chairman of Lindenwood's Education Department. 
"It's a completely new type of program which 
works with undergraduate pre-service teachers in 
developing skills necessary to be an effective 
teacher. These retired teachers are sharp 
intellectually ~nd professionally, and they bring with 
them a perspective which is not available from 
other instructors." 
Future teachers learn how to read out loud 
effectively, speak extemporaneoulsy, develop 
proper handwriting skills, use creativity and get 
their message across effectively. They also learn 
the correct use of grammar, word pronunciation, 
inflection and logic. Video- tapes are made while 
"These retired teachers 
are sharp intellectually 
and professionally, 
and they bring with them 
a perspective which is 
not avai I able from 
other instructors." 
the students conduct a class, and the tapes are 
played back for evaluation and discussion of their 
performances and how they could be improved. 
Presently each public school professional is 
assigned three students and works with them on a 
flexible schedule during the 15- week semester. The 
24 students involved are currently enrolled in the 
class, "Orientation to Opportunities in Education." 
Students must take the course before they can 
continue in the education program. 
" It is strictly volunteer work, donating their 
time and service," says Dr. Burd of the 
professionals. "They teach our students on the 
Lindenwood campus, or students go to their 
homes for sessions. 
"These retired professionals also develop a 
good relationship with students in a give and take 
situation, where students can learn from their 
experiences. They're very alert people and this 
program allows them to remain involved by using 
their skills and knowledge to benefit the whole 
teaching profession." 
Mrs.-Ja11elle Tuder is a first grade tea·cheiwho 
retired after 39 years of teaching in Princeton, Mo., 
Kirksville, Mo., and at Lincoln Bementary_Schoo\ in 
St. Charles. Mrs. Lena Ellis is a former business 
education teacher at St. Charles High School who , 
retired last year after teaching for 20 years. They 
teach a class together in the new program. 
Dr. John Burd and Mrs. Vivian Downs in a seminar with Lindehwood students; Kathy Kleba, Taryn Moore, Becky King. 
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"I teach the secondary level needs and Mrs. 
Tuder teaches what is needed at the grade school 
level," says Mrs. Ellis. "I think it has worked very 
well in mixing view points. We both try to gave the 
students what they can't get in books. Books can't 
tell the whole story." 
In the first session of the Ellis- Tuder class 
students read material out loud as class members 
listened and commented on each other's use of 
expression, diction, voice volume and eye contact. 
During the second session, Mrs. Ellis and Mrs. 
Tuder corrected students' assigned papers. In the 
third session, students were video-taped as they 
taught a hypothetical class, after which they could 
see for themselves how I hey looked and sounded 
as they conducted the class. 
"When you hear you own voice on tape, it 
sounds differently than you think," says Mrs. Ellis. 
"It's essential that the teacher know what he or she 
is doing. Sometimes people do distrac ting things 
whale they are teaching, not realizing what they're 
doing. This is one of the purposes of the program. 
We're all being critical to be helpful , lea rning by 
tnal and error." 
Mrs. Tuder agrees She points out to her 
students that any hme they present a lesson to a 
class, they may make an error. "It's only human," 
she says. "Seeing 1s believing. Self cntac1sm 1s your 
best Judge. 
"It's always enjoyable to work with young 
people and wonderful to share any knowledge with 
others. Things I've learned the hard way, I'm glad 
to pass on to others. I would have been happy to 
receive such training and experience in college as 
these Lindenwood s tudents are getting in this 
program." 
Students go out to area schools during the 
semester to observe teaching in classroom 
situations. They agree that such experience helps 
prepare them for the time they must get up in front 
of their own class. "To get up and do it 1s different 
from watching and listening," says Maureen Cahill, 
a junior in the Lindenwood education program. 
"This program helps. We're experiencing what the 
"There's so much 
expertise in retired 
professionals which 
is not being tapped 
at all. The students say 
that just listening to 
the professionals about 
situations experienced 
and how the teaching 
profession has changed 
over the years gives 
them good insights." 
classroom is like and what to expect." 
In addition to Mrs. Elias and Mrs Tuder, the 
professionals participating in the program and the 
St. Charles schools in which they taught at the 
time of re tirement a re: Mildred Heye , principal, 
Lincoln Elementnry; Helen Schnnre, St. Charle!I 
High; Lucile Meyer, Willie Harris Elementary; 
Robert Blubaugh, T.L. Hardin Junior High; Emma 
Blubaugh, Benton Elementary; Vivian Downs, 
principal, Blackhurst Elementary; and Marie Paugh, 
Monroe Elementary. 
"Mrs. Downs was the first principal of 
Blackhurst Elementary," says Dr. Burd. "But very 
few of these professionals look as if they could be 
retirement age. It would be interesting to add the 
total .number of years they have all taught. I would 
guess it would total more than 200 years." 
3 
Miss Heye, who is also a Lindenwood alumna, 
spent 16 years teaching fourth, fifth and sixth 
grades at Lincoln Elementary, and her last 21 years 
as principal. " I think the program is excellent," she 
says. "The s tudents seem to enjoy it. They ask me 
many questions and are very cooperative and 
interested in learning. 
"I try to teach them the philosophical ideals 
of teaching as well as what to do to be a good 
teacher. I've spent the last several weeks going 
over fifth grade public school text books so that I 
can show the students what to expect in teaching 
from these materials." 
Since the program has started, Dr. Burd says 
other retired professionals have shown an interest. 
"When the need arises, we certainly want to use 
them," he says. "There's so much expertise in 
retired professionals which is not being tapped at 
all. The students say that just listening to the 
professionals about situations experienced and how 
the leaching profession has changed over the years 
gives them good insights. 
"I'm convinced that the expertise of retired 
professionals must be tapped in the training of 
school teachers. If I had the funds, I'd hire one 
retiree full-time each semester. More than ever I 
see a group of professionals who still care enough 
to gave of themselves to improve educahon in 
general. And they really do care, because they're 
doing ii purely as volunteers." 
A comment from Lucile Meyer sums ii up, 
"This e xperience ,s of much value to me. 1 came .# ~ ...... .:i=l!ll!lliiiii• 
across a quotaflon from Emerson wh'lch is aptopot ;,,. 
here· 'The days come and go like mufned and 
vealed figures sent from a distant friendly party; but 
they say nothing, and if we do not use the gifts 
they bring, they carry them as silently away.' I feel 
as 1f I am 'using the gifts' my past years of teaching 
have given me. I hope I am using them successfully 









' Mrs. Downs observes Lindenwood education major, Becky King, working with a third grade student. I 
Volunteers aren't 
amateurs anymore 
(Reprinted by permission of the St. Louis Globe- Democrat) 
By SUSAN FADEM 
Globe- Democrat Staff Writer 
TRUE OR FALSE: A volunteer is a lady in a 
pink smock who wheels a toy cart from hospital 
room to room. 
True, but . . . Don't forget her clout, her 
political/social knowledge and her financial 
know- how. 
That's the gutsy, tradition- breaking message 
from eight Lindenwood students enrolled in the 
college's Voluntary Association Administration 
Program. 
The students, who range from a back- to-
work housewife to an ex-pastor turned Pied Piper 
of O'Fallon's volunteers, are guinea pigs. They're 
the first enrolled in Lindenwood's program, which 
grew out of a national need for trained adminis-
trators in the voluntary segment. 
AS ONE student, who's been working a 
number of years for a church- related group, 
described her plight: "I've been working without a 
degree and without specific administrative and 
management skills . The trend, it seems, is to take a 
person who has been efficient at one level and 
make them an administrator. You're rewarded with 
a position you have no training for. You do a lot of 
bumbling." 
The Lindenwood program, though small in 
numbers, seeks to smooth out the bumbling. Eight 
students, many of whom take time off from full-
time salaried jobs, meet once a week for three 
hours with an instructor. Topics range from 
budgeting to policy making and legislation. 
In addition, students spend 15 or 20 hours a 
week on independent study, research, reading and 
writing. After a minimum of three 14- week 
trimesters, depending upon past educational and 
life experience backgrounds, s tudents may 
graduate with bachelor's or master's degrees in 
administration of voluntary and non- profit 
organizations. Cost per trimester is $867. 
October classes are now organizing. Students 
may enroll for a single trimester rather than aiming 
towards a degree. 
The program, which is thought to be the most 
comprehensive in the country, is also offered on 
Lindenwood's campuses in Washington and Santa 
Monica, Calif. 
LOCALLY THE program is run more like an 
academic share- and- tell than a sleep- inducing 
oratory. Students sit, lounge and stretch around a 
long table at the St. Louis Center of Lindenwood 4, 
the college's individualized education branch at 
4653 Maryland Ave. 
The building itself, which is bigger on plants 
and basics than it is on elaborate furnishings, 
stands between a photo gallery and an antique 
shop in the tree-shaded Central West End. 
Art Erb, former Lutheran church pastor and 
now founder, creator and director of a multi-
service agency in O'Fallon, arrives early for a lunch 
of sardines and green peppers, which he devours 
from the blade of his penknife. 
Dorothy Balfanz- Teas flies in from her Mason 
City, Iowa, home. She is a consultant for the 
National Center for Voluntary Action, the umbrella 
agency for training and education of volunteers. 
Where job- related c hitchat stops and class 
actually starts is difficult to tell. Instructor Bernard 
LaFayette Jr., an adjunct assistant professor at 
Washington University's school of social work with 
a doctorate in education from Harvard University, 
is not one for formal lectures. He recalls giving 
three so far to his voluntary administration 
students - two planned and one spontaneous. 
His approach, wherever possible, is to let the 
class take over. 
ONE STUDENT complained that she was 
"about to vomit" at the number of times an 
administrator called her a "nice, sweet girl" when 
she offered to begin a volunteer program at his 
hospital. He wasn't taking her senously, she 
maintained. 
One student advised "conflict strategy" -
recruit the volunteers and have the m come face to 
face with the staff. Mrs. Balfa nz- Teas, whose 
volunteer experience goes back 30 years, issued a 
warning - Be sure you know where your program 
is going. If you try to set something up and fail, you 
may kill it for volunteers for a long time. 
LaFayette put the whole thing together: Either 
1) use the authoritarian approach and appoint 
someone to run the program 2) collaborate with 
othe rs and get the enthusiasm perking 3) provoke 
a conflict or 4) recruit a group of three staff people 
to serve on an advisory committee. 
LaFayette believes in a blend of theoretical 
and practical, something class members often find 
difficult to grasp. "The students are experience 
oriented," he commented. "They have a tendency 
to step away from raw power." 
LAFAYETTE DOESN'T. He dropped out of 
college his senior year to become one of the 
founders of the Southern Negro Leaders 
Conference (SNLC). As a Freedom Rider in the 
civil rights movement, he was working with the 
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., when King was 
assassinated. For his own involvement in 
demonstrations, said LaFayette, he was jailed 23 
times. 
He was also national coordinator for the Poor 
People's Campaign in Washington and one of those 
who organized anti- lead poisoning confrontations 
in Chicago. 
Once he completed school, his question was, 
"How do I take what I've been doing all my life and 
use it?" 
LaFayette, an ordained Baptist minister, began 
teaching a course in nonviolent strategies for social 
change at Washington University. Then along came 
Dr. John McClusky, faculty administrator for 
Lindenwood 4 and director of the Voluntary 
Administration Program. 
He asked LaFayette to bring his political 
awareness for working within a system to class. 
LaFayette accepted. 
BOTH LAFAYETTE and McClusky take the 
need for volunteering seriously. Consider the 
increase in leisure time and the number of 
unemployed, suggests LaFayette. What better way 
to channel time than into voluntary action? 
"It's so healthy to have people who care 
enough about government and their communities 
to take ac tion for change," said LaFayette. 
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"It 's so healthy to have people 
who care enough about gov-
ernment and their communities 
to take action for change." 
Bernard LaFayette Jr 
McClusky, a political scientist, speaks of the 
rewards of volunteering. "A person's sense of self 
and social worth shouldn't be dependent on 
income," he insisted. "Activities should be judged 
on their own merit. Volunteering gives you the 
opportunity to take initiative without being under 
the control of the personnel director of some 
corporation." 
Still, the voluntary segment may have more 
than its share of problems. First off, the fact that 
Lindenwood's program didn't develop until 1976 
says something about the worth the job market 
gives volunteering. 
The educational areas that develop most 
slowly are those with the least economic value in 
the marketplace, explained McClusky. Therefore, 
charging someone to learn to run a nonprofit 
organization that probably hasn't had a day in the 
black in history was a rather revolutionary step. 
THE WOMEN'S movement was another 
force to contend with. The movement is ambivalent 
on volunteering, said McClusky. "Yet they believe 
a volunteer has inferior status and demeans herself 
to work without pay," he continued. 
Lindenwood officials aren't discouraged. 
"Offering programs in volunteering, we're unique. 
Of course, in an emerging field, it's not so hard to 
be unique." emphasized McClusky with a laugh. 
------ ----
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Views ori volunteering 
in the-1970s 
What c;loes it mean to work with a voluntary 
organization in the '70s? According to the eight 
students in Lindenwood's Voluntary Association 
Administration Program, it can mean a lot more 
than running a nower shop or passing out hot 
meals. 
CHARLES ELLIS, a sociologist, an inspector 
(or General Motors, a dabbler in real estate and 
co- chairman o( the deacon board (or his church 
said: "I think o( myself as a new breed o( volunteer. 
I'm interested in political action. In the black 
church I've learned that decision- making power 
has been centered on the pastor and the chairman 
o( the board. There's been no feedback from the 
congregation. 
"When you're making $8,000 a year and have 
five kids to raise, your energies and efforts go 
toward basic survival. 
"I'm also interested in improving low-income 
housing. The situation is all messed up. There's 
been no progress in five years. To get a window-
pane removed is a problem. 
"I realize General Motors, where I'm 
employed, is unshakable by me. I may decide what 
kind of pen we use in my department, but nothing 
major. 
"Volunteering opens up a whole new picture. If 
you devote enough of your time to something, you 
may put your finger on the problem. You can work 
to help lift somebody up," 
LYNN BRO EDER, program developer at the 
Presbytery of Elijah Parish Lovejoy: " When you're 
"I come from a practical background where I've 
learned by doing." 
Dorothy Balfanz-Teas 
" When you're working with people who have 
crises in their l ife, you get to know their crises." 
Lynn Broeder 
"If you devote enough of your time to 
something, you may put your finger on the 
problem." 
cafWpu~ 
Teresa J. Welch, assistant professor of 
chemistry, has received an appointment to serve as 
advisor, analyst and evaluator for all science-
related legislation for the Missouri House of 
Representatives. Her appointment as a John G. 
Christy Faculty Research Fellow was announced 
by Kenneth J. Rothman, Speaker of the House. 
Mrs. Welch's is the first appointment made under 
the newly established fellowship program. She will 
be on leave of absence from Lindenwood during 
the spring term. 
Lindenwood has received an $8,000 grant from 
the Monticello College Foundation of Godfrey, DI. 
The grant will provide $4,500 for the continuance 
of the Monticello Scholars Program and $3,500 for 
new Monticello Scholars. Grants are given by the 
foundation to programs which assist in advancing 
education for women. Monticello was incorporated 
as a college in 1843 and as a foundation in 1971, 
when the college closed. 
Dr. William C . Spencer, Lindenwood 
president, has been elected president of the 
Independent Colleges and Universities of Missouri. 
ICUM is a non- profit association of 27 private 
colleges and universities in the state. The 
organization was established to coordinate 
governmental relations efforts for member 
institutions and to act as a central agency for 
discussion of current problems in higher education. 
Charles Ellis 
Dorothy Balfanz-Teas 
David E. Babcock 
David E. Babcock , chairman of the Board and 
chief executive officer of the May Department 
Stores Company, has been elected to membership 
on Lindenwood's Board of Directors. The 
announcement was made by Robert Hyland, 
chairman of the Board of Directors, and William C. 
Spencer, president of The Colleges. 
Mr. Babcock was named to his present 
position in 1976, having served as chief 
administrative officer and senior executive vice 
president of the May Department Stores Company 
earlier. He is widely known for his work in 
personnel and management development in the 
retail industry and is the first executive with that 
background to head a major American retail 
corporation. 
5 
working with people who have crises in their life, 
you get to know their crises. With an ecumenical 
group of 300 to 400 people from across the state I 
worked to increase Aid to Dependent Children 
benefits. 
"Legislation was passed between 1973 and 
1975 to increase state benefi ts by $30 million, 
which amounted to about $10 per person per 
month. 
"We had no expertise. We worked because we 
felt so strongly." 
DOROTHY BALFANZ-TEAS, consultant 
for the National Center for Voluntary Action: "I 
come from a practical background where I've 
learned by doing. I've been training board members 
for 10 years. 
" I find that today these people are feeling more 
threatened. They've been exposed to litigation 
suits. They want an understanding of what they do 
and how their staffs function. 
" It's my thesis that a board with educational 
experience will make better decisions, be more 
secure and meet changes better than an untrained 
board." 
Charles Ellis 
Lindenwood's total enrollment for the fall 
semester is 1,727. This is an increase of 127 over 
last year's figure. There are 1,441 undergraduates. 
The 286 graduate students are in the following 
categories: 117 Lindenwood 4 students; 36 students 
in the Master of Education program; and 133 
pursuing a Master of Business Administration 
degree. Full- time students account for 804; 
part- time students, 923. There are 680 men 
enrolled, and 1,047 women. Resident students 
number 224; there are 708 in the Evening College; 
and a total of 240 in the four Lindenwood 4 
Centers. 
President -- Dr. William C. Spencer 
Vice President -- Dr. B. Richard Berg 
Editor -- Nita Sparks Browning 
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ro I of donors 
from the 
pres1clent 
O ne hundred and fifty years old! Recently 
as I headed the academic procession of Missouri 
colleges and universities (the oldest Is first) at the 
inauguration of Harvey Saunders, the new 
president of Westminster College (incidentally Dr. 
Franc L. McCluer was there and was given a 
standing ovation for his magnificent contribution to 
higher education in Missouri), I realized again that 
Mary Sibley's vision and daring are hard for her 
successors to match. She founded a college where 
none, except a fledgling training school for the 
clergy (St. Louis University), existed. She dared to 
challenge the status quo to offer advanced 
education to young women. She worked to serve 
the needs of a frontier society, to bring honor and 
attention to her native community o f St. Louis and 
to her home town of St. Charles. She felt a special 
responsibility for her students, but she also helped 
soldiers and Indians and tradesmen. What a 
her itage we have to uphold. 
The year 1977 has been a wonderful one for 
Lindenwood. Alumni, friends and supporters from 
many parts of the world responded to the letters, 
appeals, phonathons, and personal visits that we all 
made. 
With a record enrollment of 1725 this fall, The 
Colleges move forward. Our new theatre program 
has already achieved spectacular successes; the 
new Bachelor of Medicine and other programs in 
the health professions are attracting wide attention; 
the new covered riding arena is a fine facility to 
support the rapidly- increasing enrollment in 
Lindenwood's already- large equitation programs; 
and the new stadium has well served the needs of 
a flourishing and promising soccer team. 
The Student Activities Center ,s under 
construction, and when completed in the spring, 
will merge the two red houses into a complex for 
student organizations and government offices, 
lounge areas, recreation rooms, and magnificent 
expanded snack bar. The entire Lindenwood 
community, aged 18 to 80, will share a common 
meeting place. 
I could go on and on writing about the latest 
events and developments at Lindenwood, but I've 
got a better idea. Let's meet face• to- face to get 
better acquainted and to share information and 
thoughts about The Colleges. Visit us on campus 
or we'll visit you whenever an interested group can 
be assembled. Thinking, talk ing and working 
together is the best way to make Lindenwood an 
even greater institution in the years following its 
150th birthday. 
ordially, 
·c f, ~ u,</ 
William C. Spen~r 
President / 
Alumni giving reaches new high 
ANNUAL FUND 
Through June 15, 1977, 1216 alumni have 
responded, compared to 787 last year. This 
represents an increase of 429 in alumni 
participation and an increase of 112% in dollars. It 
marks a new high in participation on the part of 
loyal alumni! 
MATCHING GIFT PROGRAMS 
Several companies matched employee gifts to 
L indenwood this year. This matching gift program 
is widespread through the U.S. and donors may 
not realize that their employers participate in this 
program. Upon request, a list of all participating 
companies is available from the Lindenwood 
Development Office. 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT 
Sixty- three business men and friends of 
Lindenwood made 272 calls on behalf of The 
Colleges in late April. Eugene Ayers served as the 
1977 chairman. Results totaled $25,367, an increase 
of 6.5% over 1976 figures. Chairman Ayers 
attnbuted the excellent result to "dedicated 
volunteers and a matching gift challenge by First 
National Bank of St. Charles." 
PHONATHON 
A total of $14,715 was given by 522 donors who 
responded to a concentrated Phonathon Campaign 
m March. St Charles and St. Louis alumni, 
students. faculty and staff made calls to alumni all 
over the country 
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"Mary Sibley's vision and daring 
are hard for her successors to 
match. She felt a special 
responsibility for her students . 
she also helped soldiers and 
Indians and tradesman. What a 
heritage we have to uphold. " 
William C. Spencer 
PLANNED GtVING 
An increasing number of Lindenwood alumni and 
friends are interested in the benefits derived 
through thoughtful estate planning - benefits 
such as minimizing taxes and guaranteed life 
income. Many include Lindenwood in their plans. If 
you wish, the Development Office staff will be 
happy to assist you with your plans. 
PARENTS' FUND 
Several parents of students and former students 
gave generously to this fund. Participants may 
designate the use of the gift or give on an 
unrestricted basis. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Knoblauch of 
St. Charles headed this effort in 1977. 
LINDEN LEAF SOCIETY 
Alumni contributing $ 100 or more annually become 
members of this special organization. Their 
generosity is much appreciated and The Colleges 
are proud o f their fine support. Linden Leaf Society 
members are designated by an asterisk on the 
alumni donor list. 
OTHER GIFTS 
Gifts were also received for Lindenwood's Beta Chi 
Horse Show; through the Associates of the Fine 
Arts at Lmdenwood and through the Missouri .• 
Colleges Fund, of which Lindenwood ,s a member. 
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Alumni by Classes • member of Linden Leaf Society Mildred Gehlbach Ey Blanche Hestwood uscher• Oan of 1940 
Juha Thomson Galla1s Chloe Wilson Machado Martha Munday Baier 
Virginia McOure Good Virg,nia Peirce Manrose Sara Wilson Barker 
Ruth Smger Grossman Annette Fleischbein Miller• Carolyn Bower Drake* 
Class of 1905 Class of 1925 Halcyon Burch Harris Lillian W,llson Naumann Doris Rogers Dunlap 
Florence Bloebaum Null• Virg1n1a Bradstreet Ackert Frances Marie Lehmberg Nancy Montgomery Orr• Margaret McCoid Ferry• 
Ida Stoffregen Wagner Martha Messinger Bushdiecker Ehsabelh Pinkerton Leighty Irma Klingel Pinckerc Mildred A. Heye• 
Etta Louise Davenport Georgeson Sylvia Carmichael Mc Roy Charlotte Bennison Skaer Jacquehne Howard 
Class of 1908 Mildred Gish Cathenne Orr Mary Murdoch Snider Estelle Hays Huff 
Alvina Leopold Bassler• Dorothy Emery Hill• Maxine Block Saper Virg,nia Sodemann• Anna Seaman Hulme 
Aimee M.L. Becker* Margaret Howells Howland* Frances L. Ware Gayle M. Spicer Frances Brandenburg Hume• 
Viola Karrenbrock Helen Bruns Jolly 
Class of 1909 Sara Shomberg Kearns* Class of 1931 Class of 1936 
Evelyn Heiser Kaser 
Nell Quinlan Reed• Glenda Sloan Mercer Margaret Buford Harriet Hall Luchtman 
Mary Frances Wertz Rea• Ehzabeth Clark* 
Margaret Hollands Armstrong• Virgm1a Lupfer 
Class of 1910 Margaret Boss Short Margaret Cobb 
Corneha E. Aushn Evelyn Paulsen Needham 
Mariorie Gibson Broeker 
Ethel Robinson Kreeck Dorothy McChntock von Hollman• Alice Ingham Corzine Marguerite Echelme1er Dallmeyer 
Virginia Kibler Obenschain 
Berenice Boyd Wallace Ruth Fuller Cross Dorothy Rmger Paul* 
Class of 1911 Vivian Smith Crow 
Virg,nlll Dana Emigholz Mildren Ntedergerke Reuter 
Gladys Robertson Bower Class of 1926 Allene Horton Dueringer 
Ruth Howe Etchison Alice S tephens Smiley 
Mildred Brown Tuxhorn* Helen Stuckey Barrett Cora Glasgow Geeseman 
Mary Long Fleetwood Melba Deets Smith 
Phylhs Hackmann Giacobbe Alice May Reynolds Hougen• 
Mary Frances Laughlin Fuller Katherine Stormont Starnes 
Class of 1912 Evelyn Noland Gillmor Hilda Culver Jones 
Wilma Hoen Gardner Cordeha Buck Stumberg• 
Barbara Scott Johnson 
Leora M. Davis Alice B Hansbrough• Lena A. Lewis* Mary Ehzabeth Null Liehr 
Billie Vance Taylor 
Mildred Morehead Hickson Lou Esther Clemens Manchester Ernestine Thro Magner 
Helen Mclane Tobin 
Class of 1913 Mae Louise Kane Hincke Dorothy Dinning Meyer Christian McDonald Todd 
Enid Pacterson Clay Grace Larson Kane Frances Doak Myers 
Evelyn Wood Masters Frances Metzger Weeks 
Elizabeth Ziegler Cohen Cora Wallenbrock Kanstemer Lorraine Robie O'Connor 
Marion Ringhausen McKinley Mary Mongold WJlets 
Jessie Bullett Holmes Ethel Wiese Neuhoff Eleanor Louise Richardson 
Martha Sandusky Merritt 
Frances Fales Hough Virginia Fonstell Ottofy* Johnnie E. Riner 
Frances Hamacher Nelson Class o f 1941 
Domtt Stumberg Whne Bernice Pahason Rossman Jessie Davis Schaffner 
Jean Kirkwood Phipps• Phylhs Smith Aspoas 
Eleanor Brown Simpson Mar1one Florence Townsend 
Helen Foster Purvis Evelyn A. Bradley• 
Class of 1914 Ada Belle Files Spencer• Evelyn Russell Webber 
Margaret Meyers Richeson Genevieve Kniese Chaudhuri 
Laurene Oliver Hickman• Dorothy Towers Whitman Helen Weber Whalen• 
EJeen Reitz Mildred Tanke Foglesong 
Eunice Holman Wh11e• Mary Jo Wolfert• 
Virg,nia Blevans Swells Genevieve Horswell Frank 
Class of I 927 
Mary Keeling Steavenson• Helen Meyer Fuerhoff• 
Class of 1915 Marguerite Tainter Ahrens Class of 1932 
Manon Harlan Wahrenburg Margare1 Duff Hallman 
Josie Donaldson Mobley Mary Lou Blocher Bilsborough Helen Culbertson Beste 
Dorothy DuQuo1n Warner• Marjorie Green Henceroth 
Florence Degen Samuels Margare1 Wilson Wesson Iola Henry Cassens 
Jeannette Schellenbarger Willard* Phyllis Durbahn Hutchinson 
lone Epstein Sandperl Tearle Se1hng Gove Catherine Neuman Jones 
Class of 1928 Barbara Ringer Hamill* Class of 1937 Geraldine Rosdal Kleist 
Class of 1916 Elizabeth Moms Amos Hamet Hllper1 Housel Dorothy Straight Bentz• Margaret Barton Korty 
Elsie Porth Baldwin* Selma Sonin Block Mary H Jackson Virginia Simpson Burroughs Wanda Gottl Larcom 
Lavone A. Hanna Elizabeth Burke Champion Agnes McCarthy James Dorothy Emmons Canty Elizabeth Johnston Lee 
Laura Craig Murray Lo,se Ulen Elrod Mary Frances McKee Jenney Louise McCulloch Daggelt Nancy Madden 
Mary Gilmore Shannon Barbara Ann Fite Faulkner• Frances E. Kayser• Ella Davidson Helen Crider Marshall* 
Rose Parmelee Foster Carolyn Brewer McMillan• Mildred Clark Denning• Charolyn Baker Miles• 
Class of 1917 Ruth N. Foster Eleanor Eldredge McClevey• Marjorie Hickman Drozda Martha Denious Muncy• 
Rebecca Graham Carney• Mary K. Abney Gamble Jessamine Hinds Mc Mullen Dorothy Copps Farner Margaret Edginton Ortwein 
Doro1hy Wetzel Grossman Mane Lansing Hillman Mary Louise Bowles Maughan Evelyn Coker Fisher Dorothy Hennig Popham 
Ester Middendorf Kredell Kachenne Dolman Lacy Ella Schact Risser Betty Butler Fitzpatrick Kathryn Trescott Ricks 
Louise Lansmg Martha Shortndge Lawrence Lillian Smith Shaw Jane Boyd Gale Pearl Lammers Schaberg 
Lois Margaret Hanna Lynd Harriet L. Liddle Elizabeth Higginbotham Taylor• Susan Greer Hoppin Vera Jean Douthat Sink 
Mildred Henney Meeder Gwendolyn Lienharl Taylor• Helen Ke1thly Markham Martha Weber Spencer 
Class of 1918 Julia Palmer Parker Evelyn M. Watson Virginia Wilkerson Mc Neil Sara Jefferson Stukenbroeker 
Corinne Tiemann Fritze• Nelhe Ruth Don Carlos Petty Rebecca Carr Wayland Dora Elizabeth Kohler Meyer Dorothy Blue Suber 
Alma Kinkade Margaret A. Roberts Charlotte Abildgaard Worden Mary Wilkinson Miller Constance Schwarzkoph Sweitzer 
Eleanor Wallenbrock Schulz Virginia Bomm Sangston Frances Hamacher Nelson Laurabelle Parkinson Tombaugh 
Florence Tiemann Springer• Anita Rudowsky Shuller• Class of 1933 Katherine Morton Nelson• Joanna Benecke Townsend 
Josephine Russell Tarrant Marian Johnson Sprague• Ruth Medcalf Cooley Virginia Jaeger Ortwein Barbara Adams Tresselt 
Helen Roper Stark• Dorothy Roeder Gerstner Helen Sims Reed Mariorie Morgan Wolfe 
Class of 1919 Vera M1ss1mer Slivers Anna J. Hamson• Jeanette Lee Wood• 
Dorothy Donaldson Bennett• Dorothee Meyers Wiley• Anna K Hune Class of 1938 
Mary Elizabeth Shannon Wright 
Ruch Dolan• Virginia Campbell Wilhams Mildred Birckett Johnson Joan Marie Spangler Bance) 
Faye Loucks Hargrave* Margaret Hoover Ketcham• Class of 1942 
Helen Stewart Mcinnes Class of 1929 Dorothea E Knepper 
Arabel Wycoff Cammann Barbara Cobbs Bums• 
LaVerne Rowe Dons ·-Estelle Elzemeyer Zukoski Mary Elizabeth Sawtell Archerd• Dorothea S1urg1SS Lind Jane Roberts Dunsford Bettylee Sleyster Dorsey 
Dyke Steinbeck Barton* Elizabeth Hosmer Mossman• Mmam Harris Goldberg 
Alice Fathauer Duncan 
Class of 1920 Ruth Sperber Boyerte Velma May Olson Dunne Riddle Gore• 
Mary Jo Shephard Eisenhauer 
Kathenne E. Koch Audrey Weinberg Cary Virginia Keck Powell Catherine Heinlein Hall 
Grace Quebbeman Galt 
Zelle Mc1non Whitmarsh Letts Margaretha Clark Marguerite Miller Russel laura Fritz Hancock• 
Doris Nahigian Gertmenian 
Thelma Neal Schellhardt Doro1hy Solomon Cohen Agnes Bachman Sandy Betty Wh11e Klee 
Elaine Cornick Glassman 
Margaret McIntosh Shaw Helen 0.ehr Coldwater TereSd Blake Schowalter L01s Null Lane 
Jane Munk Hilliard 
Agnes Curne• Dons Dawson Sheehan Eleanor Collinson Langsdorf 
Frances Shephard Houghton 
Class of 192 I Ida Perry Danke Marie Blaske Spencer Phyllis Whitaker Johnson 
Lil Pittman Bemis Marv Lucille Hodge Evelyn Knippenberg Zierenberg• 
Dorothy Stephenson Maynard• Eileen Linsen Lefferdink* 
Dorothy Taylor Haymaker Sue Austin Hu1chmgs 
Eleanor Rogers McClymont Margaret Clarke Lmn 
Dorothy Bockstege Miller 
Pauline Weissgerber Palmer Virginia Hourn Johanson Class o f 1934 Peggy Lou Stein Muchell 
Eleanor Petty May 
Vera Sue Kappleman Vieman Kachenne Perry Kaiser Jeanette Durre 81.ickwell Sara Ella Davis Neilson 
Margaret Keisling Morgan 
Eddie Irene Loud Kinzer Margaret A. Carter Barbara Miller O'Brien 
Dorothy Felger Norden 
Class of 1922 Josephm1e Mackey Kline Marguerite Metzger Hall Marie Christensen Robb 
Dorothy A. Padden 
Grace Chandler Colwick Laura Lee Thomas LaRue Phyllis Boyes Harmaca Irene Runnelhoff Quill 
Grace Weissgerber Moulder• Marion Kaiser Musick Margaret Ringer Howell* 
Mary Sue Kellems Rulls Dorothy Owen Siebert 
Vera Carhsle Newhn Margaret Oyer Ohrman• Manetta Hansen Hunsche 
Genevieve Green Van Slyck Florence Vellenga Spindler 
Dorothy Gehlbach Ordelheide Margaret Laughlin Kelly 
Emily Watson Wdkmson Evelyn Wahlgren Summers 
Class of 1923 Eugenia Pearson Mildred Kuhlmann 
Leornora Blackhurst Wilkinson Corinne Morson Tilghman 
Marian Titus Elhs Claire Bowles Pellow Sarah Burgess Linton Dorothy Mathias Tuttle 
Marian Greene• W Joyce Saunders Ruth Baum Mann Class of 1939 Mary Slebbins Warren 
Bech A Hall Elizabe1h Tracy Schreiber• Sarah Greer Mayer• Gracia Arnold Atterberg Mary Merrill Wolfe 
Maragret Fagg Strulhers Rosemary Bernhoester Murray Mary Jane Brittm Bell Jane Harris Yount 
Class of 1924 Marian Suleeba Sulhvan Lucille Chappel Robinson Margaret Burton Bleiler Betty Burnham Ziegler• 
Mildred Carpenter Albright Eunice Brennan Traver Helen Morgan Steele Mary Books 
Janee Robinson Broughton Marjone Smith W1lk1nson Helen 'Riech Tait VirgJnla Sonnenday Carson Clan of 1943 
Adahne Ayers Cross• Mar)One E. Wycoff Jean Louise Chnstensen• Carol Hammerschmidt Alcorn 
L Eleen Denning• Oass of 1930 Alice Neal Clarkson Barbara Hahn Cockle 
Roma Key Diekman Mary Elizabeth Ambler• C lass of 1935 Bette Wilson Dawson• Kathryn Anderson Corl* 
Mary Rudy Downing Adeline Brubaker Brown Drusilla Aden Sarah Willis English• Betty Myers Egle 
Marian Titus Ellis Orpha Crossen Brown Jeanette Caplan Albertstem Ruby Langstaff Finfgeld Margaret Fischer Eskridge 
Esther Hurid Lalla Varner Clagett Verl Schaumburg Baumgartfler Virginia Douthet Parzybok Elaine Anderson Fellowes 
Louise Parkin Lynn Elaine Crabb Verna Bredenbeck Beeson Mary Ann Fowler Richardson* 
Kathenne Tmsman Patton Virginia Curfman Anita Crites Crawford Virginia Morsey Talley Donors May 15, 1976 
Oreen M. Ruedi* Emily Harris Dunham Mary Morton Hilhx Rosemary Williams Thomas• 
Miriam Christine Schwarz Betty Howland Elbert Lenore Schierding Horn Catherine Flotz Thomson through June 15, 1977 
Elinor Grubb Wtlliams Dorothy Taylor ErJow Emily Runnenburger Kershaw• Marguerite Raymer Woodson 
-
8 
Sesquicentennial Fair benefi1 
Campus and community joined to celebrate Lindenwood's 150th birthday 
with a Sesquicentennial Fair on Oct. 22. Events began with the planting of a 
linden tree in St. Charles' Frontier Park, followed by a parade to the campus. 
Students dressed as Founders George and Mary Sibley led the parade. The 
passage of 150 years was symbolized by modes of transportation represented in 
the parade - a horse and carriage, vintage automobiles and an electric car and 
tram. Along the parade route, clowns frolicked to the music of the Duchesne 
High School Band. 
With its theme "Between Yesterday and Tomorrow," the fair benefited a 
"now" project, the construction of a new Student Activities Center. Fair 
chairperson Mrs. William C. Spencer has announced that almost $7000 was 
raised to help finance the student center. Construction has begun on the wood 
and glass structure which will join the two existing red houses in the center of 
the campus. 
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its new student center 
Providing delight for both the young and the young- in- heart, fair activities 
included horseback rides, antique car rides, a spook house, a benefit 
performance of Lindenwood's production of "Godspell," and an auction of 
donated merc handise and services. Homemade goodies were for sale in "The 
Pantry Shelf" and treasures from times past were offered in "Grandma's Attic," 
sponsored by Lindenwood alumni. "The New Leaf" and "The Art Gallery" 
featured plants and works of art. "Yesterday" was represented by an historical 
exhibit m Sibley Hall arranged by emeriti faculty members and the St. Charles 
Historical Society; "tomorrow" featured computer predictions of individual 
bio- rhythms. 
Oct. 22, 1977 - it was a golden day and a golden occasion as Lindenwood 
reflected on a proud heritage and looked toward a future filled with promise. 
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Dixie Smith Ferry• 
Estelle Miller Fotsch 
Marcia Lape Freeman 
DeAlva McAlister Graham 
Rena Eberspacher Hale 
Margaret I. Hatala• 
Jeanne Harmon Huesemann 
Eleanor Wilcoxen Haeger 
Frances Olson Marks• 
Coralee Burchard Ogden 
Doris Banta Pree* 
Molly Guard Ross 
Sylvia Wright Stern 
Margaret Greer Strobel 
Maurita Fay Estes Stueck* 
Mary Jane Tarling Take 
Betty Schoen Trail 
Dorothy J . Trump* 
Jerre Lewis Van Steenberg 
Adah Parkinson Waterbury 
Mona Joyce Burge Waters* 
Frances Cowan Wooldridge 
Gloria Stunkel Young 
C lass of 1944 
Jean Swarr Andersen 
Roselise Hartmann Barthelmeh 
Aileen Cowles Bartmess 
Mary Lucille Beck 
Lois Banta Brewer 
Martha Lynn Beck Dillon Buck 
Barbara Snider Campbell 
Pearl Payne Clawson 
Louise Jabour Cornelius 
Betty Killian Cronquist 
Rosemary Edminster Duffy 
Helen Devine Fangman 
Wilma B. Fritz 
Genevieve Sherwin Garst 
Betty Bauer Haas 
Mary McClain Halliburton 
Elizabeth O'Neal Hibbeler 
Doris Weiss Hirschmann• 
Jayne Brattstron Hoffman 
Florence Hammons Kennedy* 
Shirley Goodman Kirshner 
Charlotte Galm McClenny 
JoAnne Halley McNair 
Irma Mae Schaefer Milster 
Barbara Goldenberg Rottenberg 
Martha Abend Sher 
Carrie Laney Silliman 
Virginia Britton Small 
Ruth Elizabeth Heyden Steber 
Janet Schaefer Strauss 
Mary K. Kohlory Swanstrom 
Anna Ferreira Truitt 
Margaret Lois Kramer Walton 
Marie Stumberg Williams 
Martha England Wischmeier 
Mabel Gernold Wyssmann 
Class of 1945 
Helen M. Bartlett 
Betty Slothower Bolan 
Lucy Graham Brown 
Celia Tucker Cam 
Jane Swalley Elliott 
Ruth Neef Fredericks* 
Helen Klein Glaub 
Gloria McCarrick Gouger 
Frc,nces Watlington Hubbard 
Jacqueline Schwab Hunt 
June Herd Multog 
Hellen Boyd Ostroff 
Mary Katherine Gould Pntchard* 
Janee Falter Shelley 
Miriam Banwell Shield 
Dorothy Steward Vest 
Dorothy Shaeffer Walker 
Ruth Painter Zager 
Class of 1946 
Mary Lee Nathan Barklage 
Mary Ann Parker Boutilier 
Dorothy Ann Wood Clark 
Margaret Chace Corbett* 
Mary McDonald Dennler 
Carol Chamberlain Easterling 
Elizabeth Stoery Heise 
Constance Fuqua Hill 
Edith Ann Mullins Johnston 
Emma Lee Morgan Lacy 
Bettye Moody Larkin 
Mary Murphey Linthicum• 
Montelle Moore Mansfield 
Nancy Jane Wallace Mojonnier 
Jean Paulson Plotz* 
Virginia Rozyskie Rosenblalh 
Patricia Latherow Rupert 
Gene Head Schi.bert 
Joy Salomon Silver 
Elizabeth Kilbury Terry 
Mary Lynn Seip Williams 
Class of 1947 
Virginia Mitchell Bailey 
Barbara Park Bower 
Virginia Beazley Chambers 
Katherine Moore Cole 
Lols E. Hachtmeyer 
Maridee Hill Hegstrom 
Marilyn Mangum Heilman* 
Elizabeth McGraw Hodgson• 
Marian Pendarvis Keehn* 
Jacolyn Foreman Martin* 
Jo Ann Lieberman Reynolds 
Marguerite Little Shewman* 
Hilma Dodson Thompson 
Mary Swilley Vestal 
Joe Lea Horton Werner 
Class of 1948 
Rosalie Evans Belt 
Jane A. Blood 
Genelle Phillips Branneky 
Catherine Holmes Broyles 
Mary Ann Wood Comfort 
Marcia Ashland Connell 
Dolores Boomer Decker 
Patricia Lloyd Deisenroth 
Louise Neff Fischer 
Lucette Stumberg Flanagan• 
Catherine Neuman Jones 
Joan Bohrer Mark1des* 
Earleen Simon Mills 
Barbara Little Nichols 
Nancy Hardy Kern Peteler* 
Anna Mary Thomas Rector• 
Jane Evans Richardson 
Esther Parker Rodermund 
Margaret Groce Sample 
Class of 1949 
Frances Jones Ancker 
Rita Willner Atlas 
Elizabeth Davidson Baker 
Juanita Parder Besse 
Janice Overaker Bierman 
Mary Dell Sayer Burrows 
Hazel Marie Clay 
Cornelia M. Darnall 
Betty Ann Cole Duker! 
Folsta Bailey Gibbons• 
Mildred Reaves Goeke 
Dolores Thomas Griner 
Talitha Grote 
Arminta J. Harness• 
Amelia Plowman Hayden 
Barbara Millay Koester 
Gertrude Elliott Lunning 
Lucy Anne McCluer• 
Billie McDonald McGuire 
Joyce Garrison Parke 
Beverly Burkes Raines 
Katheine Klotzbach Risk 
Esther Lieremeyer Smith 
Mary Bovaird Stark 
Margaret Lu Tso 
Ruth Schaefer Watts 
Marilyn Weir 
Joyce Creamer Winters 
Class of 1950 
Joan Hierholzer Bennett 
Emily Heine 
Waynette Garvin Kaufman 
Jean Kiralfy Kent 
Priscilla Bogue Kinney 
Gloria Horn Miller 
Ann Bebb Norman 
Mary Ann Smith* 
Emamarie Trefz Williams 
Class of 1951 
Jo Ann Swalley Berglund 
Janet Anderson Carlson 
Evelyn Zane Chong 
Jacqueline Fish Fieseler 
Mary Bemis Jenkins 
Elizabeth Bates Lankford 
Georgia Reed Mon 
Amelia Siler Moore 
Donna Foutch Myron 
Beverly Pannell 
Carol Hachtmeyer Park 
Jacqueline Morrison Pennington 
Mary Goodwin Scott* 
Marilee Darnall Waters 
Class of 1952 
Joan Kirchherr Allen 
Joline Bressie Argast 
Barbara Sutton Curtis 
Nancy Watkins Dowden 
Caroline England Funk 
Joanne Buck Goudie 
Ramona Johnson Hamilton 
Cynthia Ricklin Harmening 
Marilyn Fawley lnglett 
Marianne Mohl Kahm 
Doris Cohen Levine 
Coralie Branson Lippold 
Lois Deisenrath May 
Joyce Fleet Silver 
Class of 1953 
La Vonne Burton Beebe 
Mary Lou McLeod Bertram 
Marlene J. Czarlinsky 
Barbara Spandet Gazzolo 
Camilla McCluer Edwards 
Gretchen Bartenbach Hess 
Estelle Swanson Hetzler 
Phyllis Heyssel 
Rachel Stauffer Judy 
Phyllis Laux Kendig 
Emily Knutson Lewis 
Matilda Hagerty McPherron 
Diane Smith Merritt 
Julia Sutton Noonan 
Gloria Stribling Pettijohn 
Sue Puckhabler Sharp 
Janet Willis Siler 
Charlotte Vandrell Slapper 
Kay Kirkland Stark 
Emily L. Stollar• 
Dolores Hawkins Timmons 
Class of 1954 
Mary Ann Todsen Carter 
Marie Sellenschnetter Fitz 
Margaret Ahrens Keeser 
Yu Chen Lin 
Sally Siemsen Schaefer 
Eunice Sheley Spindler 
Marcia Lazarus Spiro 
Claride Woodward Walters 
Ruth Weber• 
Class of 1955 
Rosemary Dysart Baue 
Eleanor Mauze Bray 
Jennie Barton Chase 
Zilpha C. Curtin 
Helen Harris Daniel 
Dorothy Kamp Fite 
Dorothy Neblett Fix 
Mary Ann Thielecke Guthrie 
Mary Ann Bemer Hillemeyer 
Elizabeth Glebe Houchin" 
Sally Snelling Howell 
Molly Peterson LaMarchina 
Ruth Mead Lang 
Mary Roberts McAlister 
Marlene Gilman Mueller 
Rosalyn Wisefields Patterson 
Dorothy Boutin Pedicord 
Carile Samuel Schnabl 
Doris Beaumar Shaw• 
Suzanne Anderson Stockman 
Carol J. Wolter 
Class o f 1956 
Martha Jane Leonard Anthony* 
Ann Carlisle Boltz 
Janet Lewis Bornstein• 
Sue Alice Parker Burgdorf 
Patricia Zimmerman Chambers 
Ann Brewster Dobie* 
Janet Childs Elser 
Jean Rule Evans 
Mary Jean Mattingly Gilbert 
Beverly Harrington Goodman 
Donna Drury Hafer 
Mary Lou Thayer Kelley• 
Jacquelyn Lyerly 
Florence Anderson Roloff 
Carol Sue FitzRoy Saum 
Shirley Holcomb Smith 
Iris Altrogge Soule 
Class of 1957 
Marian Kasper Childers 
Vesta Johnson Dippel 
Julia Swanson Emerson 
Deloris Davis Gaylord 
Barb Givens 
Pamela Hutchinson Hanson 
Camille McEachern Leifeste 
Harriet Schmidt Lurie 
LaVeme Oetting 
Miriam Ferrin Powell 
Elizabeth Mason Rone 
Sue Richards Scruggs 
Marjorie McPherson Spillane 
Barbara Stri"lger 
C<1rol Stillwell Teichmann 
Carole Linhart Westerfeld 
Ann Zotos 
Class o f 1958 
F ranees Potter Berry 
Kathryn Elliott Davis 
Doris Langeneckert Dieckgraefe 
Cleo LeClaire Fink 
Barbara Lee Forman 
James Hodges 
Elizabeth Devlin Jett 
Phyllis Henderson Layton• 
Yolanda Breeden Marshall* 
Glenda Grammer Park 
Lois Ann Stewart Posner• 
Hester James Price 
Dorothy Louise Shippey 
Marilyn Tweedie Shutz 
Wanda Spivey 
Connie Gibson Stoecker 
Carol Gardner Transou 
Shirley Noland Turner 
Diane Watson Walter 
Martha Rosenberger Zimmermann• 
Nedra Durham Zimmerschied 
Class o f 1959 
Alice Holman Ahrens 
Barbara Nall Anderson 
Patricia Price Bailey• 
Cornelia Childs Beach 
Lois Mayer Boschert• 
Elizabeth Thomas Bowman 
Jane Elizabeth Cooper 
Stephane Sievers Engebretson 
Ann Feldman Freeman 
Sandra Gordon Gehrman 
Joanne Jackson Hartfield 
Diane Floyd Hodges 
Donna Sue Milnes Houchins 
Suellen Purdue Johnson• 
Elizabeth Britt Ludington 
Elizabeth Huppertz Maurice• 
Ruth Beckmann Murray 
Mary Warner Ninker 
Ann Weatherwax Peterson 
Judith K. Peterson 
, Pt 
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Diane Holloway Penney 
Alice Wethers Reiser 
Marilyn Kroepel Roques 
Diane Stanley 
Martha Leonard Sturges 
Rebecca Roberts Summerlin 
Doris Kay Province Watts• 
Rosemary Gaffney Webb 
Antoinette Chapman Whitman 
Bonnie Zelle Wilcox 
Katherine Zotos 
Cl.ass of 1960 
Dorothy Langridge Baumann 
Ann Moss Beall 
Judith Batton Brougham 
Margaret Howell Cunningham 
Susanne Combe Doty 
Nancy Russell Dover 
Shirley Lee Fitzgerald 
Karen Glaser 
Edith Shigley Green 
Kay Fellabaum Hueser 
Kay M. Kazmaier 
Katherine Meyer Kerfoot 
Elizabeth Owens MacGregory 
Kay Cape Marshall 
Julia Hunt Mitchell 
Peggy Sue Roberts Murphree 
Margaret Watts Normile 
Norma Camp Pope 
Kathleen Stafford Raiche 
Ann Wescoat Ritter 
Elizabeth F. Ritter 
Martha Schnedler 
Barrie Bowen Shinn 
Susan Hill Smith 
Peggy Walter Symes 
Pat Bollman Trendley 
Nancy Lu Knock Walters 
Linda Winegarner Worth 
Cl.ass of 1961 
Margaret Bassnett Burtin 
Doris Cagle 
Patricia Lacy Eckhardt 
Jacquelin Hutt Geiger 
Macile Park Fisher 
Laverne Kieninger Flachsbart 
Anniejane Adams Harris 
Nell McGee Hawes-Davis 
Sue Mary Allender McCullah 
Ann 8 . McNeer 
Renee Ryter Mueller 
Susan Perry 
Melinda Green Powers 
Bobbie Moore Schonaerts 
Linda Markuly Szilvasy 
Connie Ellis Trammel 
Class of 1962 
Loene Zuber Bowlin* 
Mary McCue Brookhart 
Nancy Baker Buhler 
Carol Barnard Burford 
Elaine Lundy Close• 
Elizabeth E. Crane 
Mary Gibson Dodson 
Barbara Francis 
Ann Wentker Goetz 
Prudence Keniston Heaney 
Joan Lee Hewitt 
Shirley Ott Luetkemeyer 
California came to the Sequlcentennlal Reunion and added a great deal to the fun. Who else had a 
headress competition? Marge Turpin with a Lily Dache creation of nylon net and what-nots and 
Marian Ellis in bandages from a tumble she took on the way to the president's reception were easily 
the winners. Penny Harrison, 1977 president, brought a check for $800 from the Southern California 
Club. From left: Betty Burnham Ziegler, Marjorie Turpin, Marian Titus Ellls, Penny Harrison, Helen 
Chesbrough Kineli, Sharon Littlejohn Adler, Joan Dykema, Kathrine Perry Kaiser, Carin Chapman 
West, Gloria Omohundro Palmer, Judith Keniston Nettles, Kathy Kaiser Grogan. 
Not pictured is Margaretha Clark. 
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Darlene C ross Martin 
Mary Ellen Hill Maune 
Barbara-Ann Siems McKinney 
Charlotte Kubal Morgan 
Esther Moulthrop Muench• 
Judith Keniston Nettles* 
Betty Tyree Os1ek 
V1rgm1a Terry Preston 
Beverly Ann Bohne Rogers 
Ann Maddox Stenhouse 
Margot Benton Summers 
Hazel Puronen Swanson 
Mary Elizabeth Thompson 
Ann Hanna Tolly 
Margaret Quinlan Turnbull 
Jamee Rollins Vassar 
Ann Darby Womelsdorf 
Elizabeth Cheadle Wnghl 
C lass of 1963 
Kathryn Taylor Blacksher 
Carolyn Cannon Bloebaum 
Elizabeth Jenness CIMk 
Barbara Bacon Clemons 
Lmda Janson Dahlgaard 
Lmda Spradlin Ehrsam 
Dorothy Schultz Eirten 
Mary Alice Bruns G1olivo 
Marcia Cooper Giske 
Alice L. Holtgrewe* 
Ann Blethen Hunt 
Joan Leiper Johnson 
Margaret Blumers Johnson 
Carole E. Krahn 
Nancy Light LeDoux 
Freda Miller Lerner 
Marie Mahaffy 
Carol Osadcky Meuser 
Marcia G. Minsky 
Darla Jane Ames Nolder 
Melva Tucker Olsen 
Dolores Llenau Pundmann 
Shirley Skyles Service 
Barbara Boschert Solla 
Julie Holm Stuenkel 
Mary Lynne Sunderman 
Judie Davis Williams 
Nancy Hollett Woods 
Class of 1964 
Claire Guerrant Armentrout 
Kay Poindexter Auclair 
Marilyn Lewis Donnelly 
Joan Carol Dykema 
Donna Fisher 
Amelia Williams Frankum* 
Margaret Arnhart Humphrey• 
Patricia Mayfield Hunn 
Shanon Athy Johnson 
Molly Fleetwood Jurgensen 
Patricia Barker Kirk 
Sandra Miller Knapp 
Janet Bergetin Little 
Mildred Naberhous Males 
Barbara Sell McCaw 
Maxine R. Meyerhardt 
Judith Beard Reinhart 
Linda Ritter Schmucker 
Lillian Schuttenberg 
Mary Stockenberg Street 
Susan Hershey Swenson 
Marianne Turner Theil 
Marcia Wolff Thompson 
"Kelly" S tarr Wehmer 
ClaA of 1965 
Bonita Zummo Althouse 
Barbara Bragg Anderson 
Barbara Widman Badgett 
Kathleen Deppner BroloVII 
Lillian Bushnell 
Mary C ha pman Fate, 
Merilyn Berryman Johnston 
Mary Terrell Kel.ler 
Joyce Jurgensen Krogman 
Charlotte Lohrman 
Carrilee Abernathy Mothershed 
Ruth Muegge 
Rosemary Kuncl Northwall 
Anne Hodges Pals 
Caroline Ledford Ragans 
Barbara Rhodes Stribling 
Glenda Gerred Walls 
Imogene Elrod Wilden* 
Class of 1966 
Helendale Ledbeller Andrle 
Karen Ell Atwood 
Marilyn Wick Ellsasser 
Ann Fieber Hays* 
Marione E. Hicks 
Mary Hughes Johnson 
Havala Henderson McCall 
Thursa J . Merritt 
Sara Foster Mills 
Barbara Brunsman Olson 
Elizabeth Pekkala 
Linda Hoflmaster Potter 
Valene Restifo 
Helen Staggeme1er Sandforl 
Cheryl Scanland Wells 
Rose L. Zanville 
Jean Zerr 
Class of 1967 
Linda Patt Black 
Judith Forstmann Brown 
Suzanne Garrigues Daniel 
Lynne M. Bartels Eggering 
Jane Osiek Games 
Anne Raymond Jacoby 
Jane Winkelman Jennings 
Diana Wittenborn Keyes 
Kathy Kirby 
Betty Berry Langley 
Martha White Logan 
Ruth Ann Meyer 
Margaret Ann Moon• 
Karen Mueller 
Jane Calver! Rogers 
Molly Twyman Ryan 
Kathryn Drake Steinberg 
Linda Hunt Thom 
Judith Umbarger Thomas 
Mary Middleton Villegas 
Carin Eloise Chapman West• 
Class of 1968 
Pat Wallace Birkhead 
Melba L. Carty• 
Margaret J . Connolly 
Charlolle Lee Gilliom 
Lana McNabb Greeley 
Sarah Culbertson Gnfhth 
Frances Santoro Hamilton 
Mira Ann Roberts Hatley 
Taeko Kondo Jenkins 
Lee Schuttenberg Jenson 
Ann M. Kroeger* 
Bonnie Gunther Kutsch 
Patncia Ford Laffoon 
Kirsti Hiekka Langbein 
Candice M. Linden 
Mary McCord Lodholz 
Sue Hufford McFarland 
Ann Gardner Montera 
Jane Orthel 
Gwynn Otto Richards 
May Bohrer Schnatmeier 
Becky Bahn Stanard 
Linda Shaw Sullivan• 
Becky Thaler Dolin 
Karen W. Trowbridge 
Jane Reed Heaton Ward 
Class of 1969 
Samye Miller Auerback 
Candace Buss Ballard* 
Margaret Slemmer Beke 
Ann Stambaugh Carneal 
Adalaide Daley Carp• 
Jill Simmons Graff 
Clare Edmon Hall 
Carol Bollinger Hanington 
Van B. Haviland* 
Carolyn Holliday 
Brenda Johnson 
Kay L Kirkland 
Charlo tte Hunt LaRoux 
Vickie Lea 
Tanya Yeldell Mallory• 
Lauren Ewing Matte 
Mary Hodgins Nicodemus 
Manlyn Bennett Noonan 
Sandra Karen Sorensen 
Patricia S. Trampe 
Virginia A. Wolf 
Class of 1970 
Mary Ellen Packard Beich 
Lucia Jester Blakley 
lvalee Harmon Cox 
Mary Lou Durbin 
Mary Ellen Enley 
Patsy Holloway Erwin* 
Martha Thomason Ethridge 
Dona K. Fant• 
Geraldine Herhold 
Lesley Herzog 
Elizabeth Gr-ey l..ayn 
Jean Ann Mackiewicz 
Joanne Kleberger O'Keefe 
Donna R Pederson 
Linda Ross 
Carolyn Weise Siemers 
Loretta Thompson Thoroughman 
E'Lane Reatherford luh~ 
Jane, Culbertson ViJrnon· 
Ann Schaberg Webbink 
Judith Ann Schoeps Werner 
Class of 1971 
Ann K Austin 
Mary Ann Colher 
Jan Blankenship Harm, 
Barbara J. Hedlund 
Pamela Stephenson Johnson 
Marilyn Sammelman Klutenkamper 
Diana Smith Lassen 
Betty Norton 
Suzanne Pineo 
Adina Amon Preis 
Jean Ann Redpath 
Margo Kelsey Roberts 
Dc1rcy R Stou1 
LC II - 197 1 
Christopher Smith 
C lass of 1972 
Martha Jane Raber Alford 
Wenda Lcine Bacon 
Diane Beeson 
Elizabeth 1... Cody 
Charlene F Fagyal 
Lucille Fennell 
Lmda Sue Gnm 
Ann Cortauo Hanawalt 
Bonnie F. Jeffries 
Johnetta Tomcak Kunz 
Kathleen Leonard 
Gaye Patterson Mizell 
Dorothy Ricketts 
Ann I... Riker 
Judith Kirk Wagner 
Jeanine Butts Webster 
Rebecca Earney Widmar 
LC II - 1972 
Stanley C. Kuhlo 
C lass of 1973 
Martha A. Ackmann 
Dorothy Barklage 
Durinda M. Belshe* 
Eva Emory 
Emily Grigsby 
Alberta Semon lffng 
Mary Pnce Lais* 
Jana Rae Shimkus Maddox 
Aline undquist Mohr 
Cynthia Rohn 
Marilyn Moore Zimmerman 
LC II - 1973 
Tom Klinghammer 
Charles D. Lackner 
Patnck McMackin* 
Class of 1974 
Janet Baron 
Susan Barklage BloJ 
Barb Barth Bolte 
Tommy BueU• 
Maureen Buntaine 
Cecelia D. Cofer 
Susan Kansteiner Ebersole 
Rebecca Hill Eickhoff 
Lisa Forstmann 
Ann F. deMarrais 
Helen Gigi Hartig 
Mary Lee Herron 
Gale Johnston 
Mary Lou Kebert 
Eliiabeth Mello 
J anet Haeberle Schowe 
Sally C. S tumberg 
Debra Weiner 
Christy Lynn Wilmot 
LC II - 1974 
Kenneth Duvall 
Charles Geer 
Class of 1975 
Mary Jane Jennings• 
Pamela S. Maxon 
Cindy I... Rogger 
Mary E. Schwartze 
Robin Smith 
Sharon Serre Sm11h 
Kathleen H Starner• 
Helen Milford Weaver 
Judith G . Wolfl 
LC II - 1975 
Bradley E. Anderson 
Barton A Gill 
Robert Weaver 
C l.iss of 1976 





Barbara Simms Re.i 
LC II - 1976 
Stephen Andrews• 
Chnslopher L Colemc1n 
Dennis Allen Lus11c-k 




The undenwood College 
Club of Kans.is C11y 
The undenwood College 
Club of Sa Charles 
The Lindenwood College 
Club of Southern Cahforma 
The Lindenwood College 
Club of Sa Lou,~ 
Board Members 
• deno1es alumni 
Dyke Stembetk Barton• 
John M Black 
George W Brown 
Mrs Russell J Cnder 
Arthur S. Goodall 
Barbara Ringer Hamill• 
Robert Hyland 
Paul Knoblauch 
Walter L Metcalfe. Jr 
Jefferson I... Miller 
Roland T Pundmann 
Nell Quinlan Reed• 
Mrs. Arthur Stocks1rom 
Dorolhy DuQuoin Warner• 
Mrs. Horton Watkins 
Earl J Wipner, Jr 
Parents 
• denores alumni 
Mr. and Mrs J.K Barklage 
Mr. and Mrs Henry F Bar1els 
Mr. and Mrs William G Bensberg 
Mr. and Mrs. John Bezemes 
Mr Daniel E. Boyle 
Col. and Mrs. Robert 0. Brandow 
Mrs. John H. Buell 
Ms, Myrtle C Carithers 
Dr. and Mrs. F.J. Cerny 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Collier 
Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Cox 
Mrs. 0. T. Drennger 
Mr. and Mrs. J . Frank Durbin 
Mrs. E1senbath 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Engberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Enley 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond I... Ewing 
Mr. James H. Fee.ly 
Mr. Ray Forstmann 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L French 
Mr. and Mrs. William C. French, Jr . 
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Gottschalk 
Mr. and Mrs. C .R. Hale 
Mr. and Mrs . Manon Jemison 
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Jensen 
Mrs. Eva I... Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon W. Jones, Jr. 
Mr. Paul Knoblauch 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kroeger 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Lackner 
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Maddox 
Mr. Q .C. McKenna 
Mrs. Gene Petty 
Mrs. G .W. Prosser 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J . Purcelli 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Putnam 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Redpath 
Mr. Lester S. Reid 
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Riner 
Mr. and Mrs . Frank C. Rittenhouse 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L Robinson 
Mr. and Mrs. Beniamm Rosenbluth 
Mr. George B. Ross 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Rupert* 
Mr. and Mrs Arthur E. Sprung 
Mr. and Mrs Robert S. Stockwell 
Mr and Mrs Fred J . Vacek 
Mr Howard H. Ward 
Mr and Mrs Edg.ir C. Weaver 
Mrs. V1ctoi Yaffe 
Faculty and Staff 
• denotes alumni 
Mary Ehzabeth Ambler• (Emeritus) 
John and Mary Bartholomew 
Lula Clayton Beale (Emeritus) 
B. Richard Berg 
F Gilberl Bickel, Ill 
Penelope Biggs 
John S. Burd 
Mr and Mrs Charles Bushnell 
Rober! Colvm 
C Eugene Conover (Emeritus) 
Mr and Mrs Delmar Cox 
Dr and Mrs. Patnc-k Delaney 
Thomas W Doherty 
Eva Emory• 
Barton A Gill* 
James F Hood 
Mr and Mrs. Manon Jemison 
Esther L. Johnson 
Mary Lichliter (Emenlus) 
J B. Moore (Emeritus) 
Paulena Nickell 
Mr and Mrs. Gene Schaberg 
Dr and Mis W1ll1am C Spen,:er 
Linda Shaw Sulhvan 






• denotes alumni 
Alumnae Associa1ion 
of Lmdenwood College 
An,ello·s 
Donc1ld Asbee 
Mr. and Mrs. William Baahlmann 
Barbara Widman Badgett• 
Band Box Cleaners 
Banner Equipment 
Dorothy Barklage• 
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Barnett 
Behle Feed 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Berg 
Mr. and Mrs. Groff Bittner 
Mr. and Mrs Calvin Blattner 
Susan Barklage 8101* 
Broph's Mobile Home Sales 
Brune Real Estate 
Brunswick Plaza Bowl 
Burger King 
Commerce Bank of St. Charles 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Coombs 
Copper Platter 
Covilli-Sussa Supper Club 
Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Cox 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Creech 
Dean Dons Crozier 
Darato 's Pizza 
Dean Patrick Delaney 
Mary Gibson Dodson• 
Double D Western Wear 
Susan Kansteiner Ebersole* 
Ellis-Rodes-Meers & Company 
Emge Realty 
Jean Fields 
First Capitol Trading Post 
First Capitol Yamaha 
Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Florman 
Forest Greenery 
George Forstman Company 
Dan Gaines• 
Mr and Mrs. Gary Galyas 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Galyas 
Ann Wentker Goetz• 
Granada Cycle 
G reg's Modern Floor Coverings 
Emily Grigsby* 
Hackman Lumber 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hafer 
Hamiltonian Federal Savings and Loan 
Beth Hammes* 
Dr. adn Mrs. R.E. Hammes 
Hanshck 01' Company 
Hawthorne Hardware 
Mary Lee Herron• 
Hdander Spor1mg Goods 





Pat Barker Kirk• 





If you're one of the hundreds of alumni 
on the move, lindenwood wants to keep 
track of you. You can -■ve Llndanwood 
25C by Hndlng ua your new addreul 
0 Check here i f new address 
Name _____ ______ __ _ 
Class Year -------- ----
Name when at lindenwood: ____ _ 
Address, ____________ _ 
City.State.Zip _________ _ 
Any News for Class Notes? 
Mr. and Mrs. John Korenak 
Fred H. Krohn 
Mary Lichliter 
J1m McEwen 
Meadowland Farm, Inc 
Mr and Mrs. Lowell Me1er (?) 
Meyer Real Estate 
M1chelle's 
M1ster Donut 
Ann Gardner Montera• 
Dr and Mrs WIiham Mooney 
Charlotte Kubat Morgan• 
Morrie's Carpets 
Cam Abernathy Mothershed• 
Dr and Mrs. E.A. Mueller 
Karen Mueller• 
Margie Mueller• 
Ole T yme Sausage 
Orchad View Stables 
Orf's Shell Station 
Mr and Mrs. Howard Palmer 
Park lnshtute ol Tae Kwon Do 
Mrs. Kenneth Parman 
Pasquale's Pizza 
Susan Perry* 
Phelan's Pamt & Wallpaper 
l'lO's Restaurant 
Dr and Mrs. William H Poggeme,er 
Jane Pov1s 
Mr and Mrs Lo01s Rando 
Rauch Lumber Compdny 
Renken Brothers Grocery 
Riverfront Western Store 
Mr and Mrs Erwm Roesler 
Ben Rulkahr Concrete Company 
Rufkahr Pepsi 
Saint Charles Dairy 
Schm1dt Brock & Stone 
Gilbert Shaw 
Mr and Mrs Elmer Solberg 
Speed-O-Mat1c Shoe Repa1r 
Dr W1lla1m C. Spencer 
Kathryn Drake Steinberg• 
Cindy Stolle 
Janice Strang* 
Mr and Mrs. John Strang 
The Straw Horse 
Mary Lynn Sunderman• 
Dr Raymond Sunderman 
Tdck Room Saddlery 
T & R Electric 
Mr and Mrs. R B. Tallman 
Mr and Mrs. Rober t Taylor 
Thro's 
Town House Inn 
Vuronics 
Mr and Mrs Donald Vogel 
Mrs Milo Vogt 
Krah Vohsen 
Mr and Mrs. Howard Ward 
Paul A Weeke 
Welko Realty 
W1lloughby"s Stable Antiques 
Mr .ind Mrs. J.ick W1se 
Women's Student Government 
Al Worms 
M.inlyn Moore Zimmerman• 
Order these lovely Llndenwood mementoes 
0 "Sleighs and Trays at Llndenwood" 
Limited edition pen and ink print 
by Mrs. Evelyn B. Spencer. $3.00 
0 Llndenwood needlepoint crest kit 
Kit Includes canvas with taped 
edges, yellow and white yarns. 
#20 needles and instruction sheet 
Finished size 13" square. 
$25.00 plus $1.50 for malllng. 
0 Llndenwood Sesquicentennial Griffin 1827- 1977 . . . $5.00 
Make checks payable to Alumni Association. Send checks to: 
Alumni Office, The Llndenwood Colleges, St. Charles, Mo. 63301. 
Associates of the 
Fine Arts 
Grazina 0. Amonas 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham F Baggerman 
Mrs. Cletus J. Barklage 
Mrs. David Baue 
R1chard G Baumann 
Moss Lula Clayton Beale 
Dock and Jean Berg 
Ms. Joan Bernbaum 
Penelope Biggs 
John M. Bogdanor 
Mr and Mrs. Fred D Boschert 
Mr and Mrs. Justin Boscher1 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham D. Bolter 
Raymond E. Botz 
Mr and Mrs. Michael Bruns 
Stella M Bulla 
John and Patncia Burd 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Canty 
Mrs. E.S. Clymonts 
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth W. Colenck 
Mr and Mrs. Robert Colvin 
Lilburn M. Cover 
Mr and Mrs. Delmar Cox 
Mr and Mrs. Ian D.W. Cramer 
Mrs Jane A. Crider 
Dons Crozier 
Dr. and Mrs Patrick Delaney 
The Denwol Company 
Mr and Mrs Leo Dessert 
Dr and Mrs Thomas W Doherty 
John F Dooley 
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Droste 
Martha Dyer 
W Dean Eckert 
Mr and Mrs. Wilham J Edens. Jr 
Crnwlord W Edwards, Jr 
Cynthia Essenpre,s 
Mr and Mrs. James Feely 
Mr and Mrs. George A Feltz 
E.T Fennmg 
First National Bank ol St Charles 
Mary E. Fish 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R Fisher 
Mrs. Thomas B Folhs 
Katherine K Ford 
Mr and Mrs Paul Gallan1 
Mr and Mrs Harry Gerhardt 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gibbons 
Mr. and Mrs Edwm A. Gorsky 
Katherine Gray 
Nancy D Greenwell 
Elame Brossman 
Mr and Mrs Frank Hagenbuch 
Mrs. Thomas S Hall 
Mrs. Helen G Harng 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heilman. Jr 
Kathryn Hendren 
Mrs. Michael P Herman 
Mr and Mrs Richard G Hoffmeister 
Jeanne H Huesemann 
Mrs. R D lrvme 
Myra Susan Jadnch 
Mr and Mrs Arthur L Kanak 
Chris Knapp 
Mr and Mn, Theodore E Knockmeyer 
Thomas Koehler 
Mr and Mrs Roy L Kohrs 
Ruth Evans Larimore 
V1rgm1a S Levenngton 
Mary Lichhter 
Mr and Mrs Charles W Loren, 
Jean M. Machens 
Mr. and Mrs. Morton D May 
Robert and Nancy McGruther 
MT and Mrs. Walter L Metcalfe. Jr 
Mr and Mrs. Donald E. Meyer 
Ruth Ann Meyer 
Ch,ara Moerschel 
Mr and Mrs. Stephen L. Monson 
Mr and Mrs. George S. Mnore 
Lmda Mosley 
Mr and Mrs. Wilham 0. Mullins 
Riha M L. Mutrux 
Mr and Mrs George Noeters 
Sherry Ann N1eIers 
Doro1 hy B Norris 
Mr and Mrs J. Paul Ohrman 
Mr and Mrs Elmer S Ordelheide 
Marione K. Os1ek 
Wilham Lee Payne Family 
Patricia S Preble 
Mrs. Roland T Pundmann 
Miss Emma Purnell 
Ruby E. Quar terman 
Peggy Ramsey 
Gretchen Rasheed 
Dr Manon D. Rechtern 
Mrs. James A. Reed 
Elaine R,ckert 
Marcia Breslyn Rogers 
Mr and Mrs Dale L. Rolhngs 
Ferdinand Roten Galleries. Inc 
Barbara K Russell 
Blandh R Schafer 
Gary W Schenkel 
Pamela Schroder 
Mrs Buford Seabolt 
Mr c1nd Mrs Richard Seeman 
Mr and Mrs. Gary N Shaw 
Emily S Sheldon 
Mr and Mrs. Robert G Soos 
Dr and Mrs. Wilham C Spencer 
M1ss Allegra Swingen 
Dr Mary Talbot 
Jonas Teiero Family 
Maureen Tohe 
Dr Donna Jo Vandagnfft 
James D Walter 
Mrs. Dorothy Warner 




Mr and Mrs. Robert G. Whi te. Jr 
LJ!han S Yahn 




through the Mis souri 
Colleges Fund 
Com Acceptors. Inc 
Commerce Bankshares, Int 
& Dc1v1d Woods Kemper 
Memonal Foundahon 
Forst Nanonal Bank of St Chdrles 
lnsurnnce Company 
Gener.ii American Llf P 
Arthur S Goodall 
McQuc1y Norris, Inc 
Union Ele<"tnc Company 
The Llndenw oods, Winter 1978 
Crider Scholarship Fund 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth R. Ahmann 
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Albrecht 
Ms. Sarah Alger 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Anschuetz 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham F Baggerman 
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Barklage 
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Barklage 
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Bates 
Lula Clayton Beale 
Benrus Office Staff 
Boonshck Medical Group, Inc 
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Bottom 
Mr and Mrs. Frank A . Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. George W Brown 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene J Canty 
Mr and Mrs. Robert Colvin 
Dr and Mrs. John F Commerford 
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Cooper 
Mr and Mrs. Stal Cooper 
Dr and Mrs. John H Colley 
Dr. and Mrs Russell J Crider 
(Dr Cnder deceased) 
Mrs Helmuth D Dallmeyer 
Mr and Mrs Raymond Debrecht 
Vorgm,a M. Debrecht 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 0. Denning 
Dr and Mrs. Thomas W Doherty 
Dr. and Mrs. Rene J. DuMon11er 
Dr. D. T Duncan 
Mr. and Mrs. L.M. Oyer 
Richards Ebersole 
Dr and Mrs. Joseph C. Edwards 
Ms Pearl Elder 
Mr and Mrs. Robert A. Ell 
Mr and Mrs James M Fu z 
Friends and Neighbors ol South River 
and Road and Orchard lane 
Mr and Mrs O R Gerschefske 
Mr and Mrs Mark Gibson 
Dr and Mrs Wilham C Spencer 
Mr and Mrs Armand C. Stalnaker 
Mr and Mrs Ralph SIanard 
Mr and Mrs W W Straman 
Mr and Mrs K.K Stumberg 
Sally Stumberg 
Susie E. Tidmore 
Dorothy J. Trump 
Mr and Mrs. Henry Vogt 
Mr and Mrs Charles Wardlaw 
Dr and Mrs. John H Wed,g 
Mr and Mrs David Weil 
Mrs. Les1er Whited 
Mr Ohver Wilke 
Mr and Mrs Lyle G1lhom 
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Goodall 
Mr and Mrs Robert F Gossow 
Mr and Mrs Dc1v1d W Hachtmg 
Herman Hackman 
Mrs. Thomas S Hall 
Dr and Mrs. R E Hammes 
Mr and Mrs J P Harbert 
Hematology Consultants 
Mrs. Hugh I Holmes 
Dr and Mrs James M. Jolly 
Mr and Mrs Avery Jones 
Mr.and Mrs Tsutomu Kamada 
Mr and Mrs Edwin A Kurtz 
Mr and Mrs Melvm Lane 
Miss Ruth N Lawing 
Mr and Mrs Joe Leonard 
Mrs. Jerry O Lewis 
Mary L1chhIer 
The Lindenwood Colleges Admm,strat,on 
& Faculty Fund 
Mr and Mrs Larry MagerkurIh 
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth C Marshall 
Dr. and Mrs. Franc L. McCluer 
Dr and Mrs. J B Moore 
Dr and Mrs H Yale Muhm 
Dr Ben L. Neub,ser 
Paulena Nickell 
Mr and Mrs. Rober1 V Niedner 
Mrs. George M Null 
Dr Alice M. O'Dell 
Ms. Mary Ann Oelklaus 
Dr and Mrs. Davtd Ohlms 
Mrs Mar!;)aret D Ohrman 
Mr and Mrs. Roland T Pundmann 
Mrs Ted Rauch 
Mr and Mrs Harold Rayf,eld 
Mrs. Manon D<1wson Rechtern 
Dr and Mrs Molton Rehg 
Dr RC Re,ss 
Dr and Mrs Donald R,ce 
R,o Vistd Homeowners Corpora11on 
Dr and Mrs. Quenlln M. Rmgenberg 
Mr .ind Mrs John Roppolo 
Dr and Mrs Gene Roxas 
St Charles County Assoc1<.1t1on 
for Retarded Children 
St Ch.irles Eye Cenler, In( 
The Lindenwood1. Winter 1978 
Donors May 15 , 1976 
through June 15, 1977 
St Joseph's Hospnal Med,cal Stall 
St Joseph's Hoi.pu.it Radiology Department 
St Joseph's HOl>potal St.ill 
Mr and Mrs Eugen" F Schaberg 
Dr and Mrs John S Skinner 
Mr and Mrs Earl J W,pller 
Dr and Mrs Earl J Wopller. Jr 
Mrs G.H Yonker 
Mary Yonker 




• • denotes ma1ch1nq q1lt 
ACF Foundation 
ACF 0,1 Company•• 
Ahmann"s Ofhce Supplies 
American Assoc1a11on ol Unoversny Women 
American Telephmw & Telegraph Company .. 
Sigrid Ander;,on 
Armbruster Redltors 
Mr and Mrs G,•n" Ayt•rs 
Keim L 13.lord. M D 
Donna and Jo,m B.iker 
Kermit Bald1A.m 
Gerald 8dmlx>rger 
Band Box Cleaner~ 
Banner Equoptll4!m omp,my 
Banner lire Com1>.iny 
Frank 8drro 
Baue Funeral I tnnw 
James 13.\yhs, 
Mr 11nd Mrs John B B<•, kl'r 
Cvnthod G Bl'ndl'1 
&nne Hllfdw.ir1·. Im 
Munrl dnd Ph1l1p B<•rm.u1 
B,1.'s ElrC'lro Mntor Srrv,c,• 
Bogey H1lli. Country Club 
Boonshck Med,cdl Group, Inc 
Lou Borgmeyer 
Don Boschert 
Mr and Mrs Dougl,i-~ Bo,chert 
Fred D Bo~ch1•rt OPwlopmen1. Inc 




Rdymond E Boll 
L M Bowers 
Mr and Mrs Ch.irlt>i. f Braun 
Frank Broe kgrenens 
Glennon L Brookman 
Bropf's Service St.it10n 
Mrs Betty Brut>nong 
M.irvin P Burnett 
Mrs John R B Byers, Jr 
Eugene M Canty M D 
Jack Carney 
C,t,es Service Found.it1on• • 
Steve Cohen 
Robert J Coleman, Jr 
Commerce Bank ol St Charles 
C Eugene Conover 
Consumer Glass Service. Inc 
Container Corporation ol America 
Continental Telephone Company ol Missoun 
Continental Can Company. Inc • • 
Cottage 8dkery. Inc 
Roy Cox Realty Company 
HM Craig 
Charles L Daily 
Mrs Joseph T Daues 
Mrs. McHcoa Daues 
Ernie Dempsey 
Denning Radio and Apph,mce 
Dr AR Deppe 
Mr and Mrs J B Desemone 
Larry Desemone 
Roy E DeWeese 
Dickherber Insurance 
Dtermann, Echele .ind Hayden. Inc 
Mr and Mrs. August O Doenges 
Dolan Company Realtors 
Paul G . Dolan, Jr . D D.S 
Dow Chem1c<1l Company• • 
Robert D Driscoll 
Drug Package, he 
C raig D Duncan 
Mrs. Vernon E. Dungan 
Ralph J Dwyer 
L.M Oyer, Realtor 
Mrs Senter W Ebehng 
Bruce 1:kstrom 
Mrs R.ilph H Eder 
Carl Ederle 
l.hlm,rnn Auto Body. Inc 
Bruce Ekstrom 
Expre.,~1on J.iu Quintet 
l::xxon USA Foundauon .. 
Rich,ird Fern<1ndez 
F1n,t Cdpllol Savings ,1nd Lo.in 
First Missouri B.,nk 
r,rst N<111onal Bank of St Ch.ules 
F11s1 Na11on.il Bank of St Pe1er, 
Ftr'>I State Bank 
Forst Urology Group. Inc 
rorrest Keehng Nursery 
RC Fischer and Son Distributing Company 
Peter f'rdnzmann 




Dr Stephen A Furies 
Virtor Gdrd 
The Chflord Willard Gaylord Found.lt,on 
Mr .ind ~s Orville W Gerken 
Mr and Mrs M.irk Gibson 
Mr dnd Mrs B Dale G,!mdn 
Glenwood Beauty Plazd 
Goedecke Wood and Company, Inc 
Goetlner Pnntong. Inc 
Goodyear Tore Center 
Grandm.i'b Folly 
Greg'1, Modern Floor Covering 
S1even Grenwalt. Jr 
Ruth Gro,., 
Rolx>rt Grote 
Gordon A Gund<1ker Realtors 
M.iry J.ine Gury 
Leon Gutterm<1n 
G,1ry H.iddox 
Hdmmond Pho1ogr,1phy Inc 
John C H.innegan 
H,1nshck 0,1 Company 
Kl'oth H<11elwood 
,ll'rry HeMd 
Tht> R<'vnend Mr Elmer P Helhnq 
Mr, Greg Hendncks 
Mr and Mrs Luther Hendrix 
Huchoner Mdnuf.icturing Comp,inv, Im 
Dr Frrdenck J Hochhalter 
Mr jt1d Mrs James I.V Hodg~ 
Hoflm,m Insurance Comp.iny 
Mrs Cl,>o Holhday 
Mr-. Hugh I Holmes 
Home Bu,ldPr, Assoc,at,on 
Ht>ml' Fedi,r,11 Savings ,1nd Lodn 
l.S Hood 
f (o.,pu.:ihty Inn 
fh<' R<'wrend Mr Walter A Holl 
HousC!hold Fon.ince Corporation 
Juhus G Huber 
W l Hutchins Company 
lntl'rna110n<1l Business Machines Corpor.illon 
Robert J.icobs 
Mrs K D Jefferson 
Jelkyl Est<1te 
Dock Jones Lmcoln Mercury, Inc 
Mark Jung 
John Junger 
Judge and Mrs Webster F KMrenbrock 
Thi' Kendall Company Foundation•• 
Stephen L. Kennedy 
Wilham Kennedy 
Robert J Kingsbury 
Max W Kinney, M D 
KIRL 1460 Radio 
K1wan1s Club ol St Charles 
John F Krey 
Mr and Mrs Joe Kuehler 
Kurtz Concrete, Inc 
Mr <1nd Mrs Edwin Kurtz 
Mr <1nd Mrs Enc Kurtz 
Charles Kyhl 
L & M Realty 
Paul Lam 
Mr and Mrs. Gilber t R. Lauer 
Leonard's Metal. Inc 
Dr. Charles M. Linsenmeyer 
Local Spmtual Assembly of the Baha',s 
of St Charles County 
Log House Ant1ques 
R.J Lucier 
Mrs James H Lyddon 
Macmillan Educational Corporat,on 
John Maragos 
Manske Dieckmann & Partners. Architects 
Mr and Mrs. Edward C. Maran 
Mary Rents 
Helen Mayden 
McDonnell Aerospace Foundation 
McDonnell Douglas Electronics 
R L. McDuffee 
The Reverend & Mrs. Andrew McGalfin 
The Reverend Mr Robert McGruther 
McKelvey Bu,ldong ,md Re.illy 
Bern.ird McMeno.1my Contr,u·tor Inc 
Mr c\nd Mr, Robert R Meers 
Bob Menrel 
Merc,mtole 8dnk of Sr Charle!> County 
Metropohtc1n I ,fl, Insurance Company** 
Meyer Redl fat,lle Company 




Midwestern S.ilety Equipment Company 
M15soun Collegl'~ Fund 
Missouri Furmture & Apphc\nce Comp.iny 
Missouri Stdte Council on the Arts 
Mr and Mrs Rolhn Moerschel 
Moore 01! Compilny 
C Ford Morrill 
Ph,hp Moms. Inc • • 
Mueller lnsul .. uon Comp.iny 
Rosem<1ry Mueller 
Mutual F,re lnwr,inte Comp.my of St Charles 
NL T Corpordllon•• 
Na110nal lnsurc1m e Adm1nostr<1tors 
Gordon Nelson 
N,eburg P<1ul Mortuaril!S. Inc 
Robert V Nol'dner 
9 0 5 Liquor Storl' St ChMles 
Noah's Ark Rt>st.iur<1nt 




Paulson Elecrm Company•• 
J C Penney Co Inc 
Dr Roch.ird L Penteco;,t 
G,lbertd Perkins 
Robert E Perkon~ 
Eugene Pettu,. Jr 
Ph1hps Petroleum Founda11on. Inc • • 
P,o·:, Restaurant 
Dr W,ll,am H Poggemr,er 
The Presser Found.i11on 
Bernard Pres~Pr 
Mr and Mrs Jos!'ph Preston 
Gordon Pnn~ll'• 
Pundm.inn Motor Comp.iny 
Mr <1nd Mrs W1lh,1m J Ramsey 
Mrs Carman Rdnd 
Rauch Truck Lone:.. In, 
Mrs Mildred R.iyh,•ld 
Ray1heon Comp.my • • 
Earl Reevl's 
Ron Re,m 




Henry C RodC'nhour 
Roosevelt Federal Savings and 
Loan As&oe1a11on 
Harold Rowe 
Rulkahr D1stnbu1ors. Inc. 
Safeway Tire Center 
St Charles County Engineering and 
Surveying, Inc 
St Charles Da11y Comp.1ny 
St Charles Decorating Center 
St Charles Exter,ori., Inc 
St Charles G<1s Comp.my 
St Charles Goll Course 
St. Charles lnsurdnce Agency 
St Charles Journal 
St. Charles Linebackers 
St Charles Opllcal Comp,1ny 
St. Charles Presbyterian Church 
St. Charles Presby1enan Church 
Women's Assoc1<111on 
St Charles Quarry 
St Charles Rotary Club 
St. Charles Savings and Loan Assoc1a11on 
St Charles Transn Company 
St. Paul Tule Insurance Corporation 
Mr and Mrs Percy G Sch<1efer 
Mr and Mrs Joseph Scholler 
John J Schlugter, M.D 
Dr. and Mrs Thomas A Schneider 
Mr and Mrs James P Schott 
Raymond and Cindy Schroeder 
Judge C L Schwendemann 
Archie L. Scoll 
The Sears Roebuck Foundation 
Shaughnessy Kniep Hawe Paper Company 
Shell Companies Foundation. Inc. 
Ms. Barbara C Slone 
Andrea Jlosberg 
Darryl Smith 
Leroy F Sommer, CP.A 
Mrs. Sidney W Souers 
Sou1 hwestern Bell Telephone Company 
Spe rry Rand Corporation•• 
Standard Drug Company 
Kelly· J Stephens 
James A Stollwell 
The RPwrend Mr Paul Siock 
Stock Nolle Oil Comp<1ny, Inc 
Tot> Reverend and Mrs Theophol Stoerker 
Dr W.ill<1ce Strow 
Delbert C Struble 
HK Stumberg 
Dr .ind Mrs Aug. R Sueflow 
Mrs Thom<1s J Sulhvdn 
Synod~ of Mod America 
T & R Electric, Inc 
The Textron Chantable Trust • • 
Thoel<' C0<1I and Hauhng Company 
Mr dnd Mrs John W Ticlpek 
Tool Crnlt Machine & Tool Compdny 
J Edw.ird Tr<1vis 
Union Electric Company• 
fhe Up1ohn Company• • 
Mr ,md Mrs. Clarence Van Voorn 
Grdy R Vart. M D 
Mr .ind Mrs Henry C Vogt 
Jl•rry Vohsen 
I t>she F Volmert 
I.Vat)lbnnk \ 
WahNs Jewelry. Inc 
John 8 Warren 
Melvin W,1shington 
Mr,; Ralph W<1tson 
Ms lrmd W Waye 
l-rt>d Weber. Inc 
Mr ,ind Mrs. Robert H Welko 
Wells F.irgo and Company0 
Mrs Mildred Weiss 
F redenck E Wemple 
Mr and Mrs. Joseph B Wentker 
Wenllville S1a1e Bank 
Dr <lnd Mrs. W H Wertz 
Roy W Westerfeld. D D S 
W""tonghou"" Educational Foundauon•• 
Mr .ind Mrs John Westmdnn 
Mr ,ind Mrs Lee I White 
Kenneth D Wh11es1de 
W R Wigley. Jr 
Wilkl' Motors, Inc 
R C Wilson Comp.iny 
Ray W,l,on 
Eel Windle, Dostributong CompJny 
John M Wolff Found.iuon 
Mr, Rolwrt Yaffe 
D,IVld C Youker 
Dr Fr,mk (; Tuc-ker 
Nancy Anne Starzl 
Seaton Memorial 
Scholarship Fund 
Mrs Bng,tta Dobratz 
Fnends .it Pa:ile,t, Amarillo. Texas 
Mr and Mrs F<obert E. Holder 
Mr and Mrs James R Humphrey 
Mr and Mrs Hdrold R. Johansen 
Mr and Mrs Verle W Leeper 
Mr and Mrs. Herman R. Leider 
Kathleen McDowell 
Mr and Mrs. Milan C. McDowell 
Mr and Mrs. Donald R. Mc Kenzie 
Mr and Mrs. Lester C. Myers 
Mr.and Mrs. Albert J . Pane 




Alumna flies in' Powder Puff Derby 
by Betty Keighley Engstrom, '49 
As I call the Torrance, Calif, Control Tower 
for landing, my voice has a small cracking quality, 
for my thoughts are of the "Sentimental Journey" 
that has now come to an end. Just two weeks 
before, 140 airplanes were Oagged off from Palm 
Springs airport to make a commemorative Oight to 
Tampa, Fla. 
It was at the urging of the Smithsonian 
lnshtute that the 30th Anniversary Flight of the first 
Powder Puff Derby be flown as the Smithsonian 
Milestone of Flight. This would be the completion 
of a race which was the best known activity in 
women's avIatton; tracing the same route as the 
first race 30 years before. 
It was an historic Oight, for many of the racers 
and planes had a part in aviation's beginnings. 
Several of the pilots were charter members of the 
Ninety-Nines and, with Amelia Earhart, formed 
this international group of women pilots; some had 
flown this Derby 24 times. One has her license 
signed by Orville Wright; some are former WASP 
pilots during World War II; others are corporate 
pilots, instructors, or examiners. All the women 
had at least a rating to Oy in instrument weather, 
and wide experience in cross country Oying. 
It was a cross- section of women ... 
professional pilots, housewives, mothers and 
daughters, nurses, service people and you name ii. 
Fittingly enough, the last plane waved off was a 
twin Aero Commander (with eye lashes and brows 
painted on the nose cowling), piloted by Jerri 
Cobb, the only U.S. woman qualified for space 
flight. 
This was not a speed race as 11 had been the 
other 29 years, but one of navigation skills and 
proficiency contests; one of bringing aviation to 
communities across the nation; and, one of great 
comradeship and fun. (Especially the night at 
Thomasville, Ga., where due to the lack of motel 
rooms, the local mortician opened up space in you 
know where!!) 
Or how about the townspeople of Monroeville, 
Ala., who the same night, rounded up any crew 
members in their town and presented them with a 
buffet and cocktail party, or the big hearted 
residents of the city of El Paso serving up a huge 
Mexican buffet and margarita party? 
There were trophies presented to the top 10 
winners, as well as the winners of each leg of the 
Oight, but everybody was a winner in this race! We 
all won friendships in the towns where we landed, 
and among our fellow pilots, who won't be 
forgotten; and the great satisfaction in knowing 
that 0ut of 30 trans- continental races, there was 
not one fatality. 
So as I tied down my airplane after the return 
trip home and peeled off the race number (91), I 
gave her a pat of thanks for her faithful purring 
engine as we crossed our beautiful nation of 
freedom. Where else in the world could a group of 
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women pilots, or any pilots, exercise their 
freedoms in such a way? 
May all the little boys and girls who snuggled 
up as close as they dared to see those Oying 
machines have their dreams of Oying come true, 
including the lady in Tampa who came up to me 
wondering if at age 65 it was too late to fulfill her 
dream to fly solo in an airplane. 
The "Sentimental Journey" is complete. There 
is a spot on the shelf for my copilot and me to 
place our trophy for first place on the leg between 
Tucson and El Paso, and third place on the Dallas 
to Shreveport leg. 
We came in 27th out of the 140 airplanes, but 
the biggest trophy of all was the joy of Oying the 
race as a salute to all those pioneer women in 
aviation 
Continuing education graduate finds life in India stimulating 
Patricia Gass, a graduate of Deaconess School 
of Nursing, attended Lindenwood in 1971-72 to 
complete a bachelor of arts degree in nursing and 
English. She and her husband, The Reverend Eric 
Gass, are missionaries for United Church Board 
for World Ministries (United Church of Christ) and 
are working in Bombay, India. Pat made many 
fnends here and, having lived and traveled in many 
countnes, she brought a very cosmopolitan 
viewpoint to the classroom. 
Pat and Eric travel to many parts of India, and 
periodically to Nepal and Sri Lanka. He serves on 
boards of inshtuhons, assists missionaries with 
their personal requirements, serves as one of the 
managers of the Inter-Mission Business Office, and 
is generally concerned with helping the Disciples 
and United Church Board engage in a meaningful 
partnership in mission with the Indian church. 
Both Pat and Eric were involved in arrange-
ments for the Indian portion of the major UCC 
leaders' Asia Seminar in February 1976 and report 
that it was, "ar exhausting by very challenging and 
educational task. The group was one which we were 
abundantly proud to introduce to key leaders of the 
Indian church and nation, including Indira Gandhi." 
Pa• has two main areas of personal involve 
ment: the community health program of the Apnalaya 
slum clinic and an international cultural club. An 
insight into her involvement with the clinic can be 
gained from her comment in a recent letter: 
"Yesterday I spent the day struggling with 
bureaucracy as I took the Assistant Director of 
Health of Maharashtra (our state) to see our 
community development project. We have been 
trying to get the government to depute to us an 
experienced public health nurse to help train the 
illiterate slum residents in health and nutrition. 
"We hope to follow the mod'.?I of taking 
persons from within the community and teaching 
them to become teachers so that they can teach 
their own people to change and improve their 
eating habits, child care habits, etc .... The 
government and World Health Organization people 
were impressed with the commitment of our 
volunteer workers." 
Pat's real versatility is indicated by her 
activities in the cross-cultural women's 
organization. Can you imagine a more unique 
blending of cultures than the one she describes 
here? 
"At noon I must go out to attend a practice. 
Our international cultural club is putting on a 
variety show I am taking part in the Amrut 
Manthan folk ballet which is taken from Hindu 
mythology. It tells about the time when evil was 
about to overcome good, and to recover the nectar 
of immortality, which would ensure victory to the 
gods, the ocean was churned, using a mountain as 
the churner, and a snake wrapped around it to do 
the churning. The gods pulled the snake on one 
side and the demons pulled on the other side. After 
various things and goddesses were churned up, the 
poison of the world was churned up, drunk by 
Lord Shiva and then the Amrut, nectar of 
immortality, was churned up and given to the gods. 
I play Indra, king of the gods. I'm enjoying it very 
much. There is one Swiss woman participating and 
one Mexican. All the others are Indian. 
"We continue to be stimulated to use every 
opportunity to see more of India and learn more of 
its history, art and religious traditions. We are 
fortunate to live in this great land, and rejoice that 
our children, Robb and Sandra, respond as happily 
as we to its people and its culture." 
t 
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"The Future: 2027" was chosen by the faculty 
committee as the general theme for Alumni College 
July 23-29, 1978. Subjects related to this theme 
which are being considered include bioethics and 
human engineering; moral and ethical guidelines; 
mainstreaming in education and its implications for 
the family; changing social systems; mass 
communications and retirement options. Dr. James 
Hood, chairman of the History Department, 
summarizes the discussion of the first planning 
session: 
"We don't conceive this in any Buck Rogers 
sense of a remote time five centuries away. We will 
deal with the next twenty or twenty-five years, a 
time through which we all plan to live. We want to 
15 
Alumni College plans 
are underway 
Faculty committee at work on plans for lindenwood's first Alumni College in 
July. Seated from left to right. Dean Doris Crozier, Dean Patrick F. Delaney,.lr .. 
Ms. Patricia Delks. Dr John Bartholomew. Standing are Dr. B. Richard Berg 
and Dr. John Burd. 
j 
take some of the major institutions and trends of 
our time--politics, the environment, international 
relations, religion and the churches, the city--and 
try to see what is happening now that will have 
impact on our future--and what we can and can't 
do about it. 
"The sessions will reflect our conviction that 
only through understanding can we hope to help 
determine our future. By not taking thought about 
our future, either our personal one or the group 
future--we allow ourselves to become pawns to 
those who do take thought. The sessions will range 
from the theoretical--what will our cities be like in 
the year 2000?--to the practical-- how can we best 
prepare for retirement in the uncertain economic 
conditions of today and tomorrow?" 
There will be plenty of time, too, for swim-
ming, tennis, music and art workshops, and field trips. 
Alumni will also enjoy many of the cultural and sports 
events in the area including open practices of the St. 
Louis Football Cardinals. Plan now to spend a mind-
challenging, funfilled vacation week at Lindenwood. 
If alumni wish to make this a family vacation, 
the planned program for children permits partici-
pants to bring their families without the usual prob-
lems of having children along. Daytime activities 
include educational tours and recreation, using 
campus facilities and resources of the area. 
Report of the Alumnae Council 
Alumni will receive a detailed schedule and 
reservation form with costs early in the spring. 
However, we need to know how many are 
interested so planning can begin. Please return the 
coupon today indicating areas of interest and the 
number of persons who might wish to participate. 
Ten members of the Alumnae Council and two 
alumnae members of the Board of Directors, 
Barbara Ringer Hamill and Dyke Steinbeck Barton, 
met on the campus October 20 and 21. The major 
items of interest on the agenda were revision of the 
Alumnae Constitution and Bylaws and planning for 
the Alumni College, July 23-29, 1978. 
Sharon Serre Smith (with help from her 
husband, Chris, a lawyer who is a graduate of 
Lindenwood II) proposed a revised constitution and 
bylaws which would include representation from 
each of the four Colleges. The Council, with advice 
from the Deans, made a few minor adjustments. 
This revision will now be given to a committee 
from The Colleges and published in the next issue 
of the "News." It will be voted upon at the next 
annual meeting, July 29, 1978. 
Dr. James Hood, chairman of the History 
Department, gave a brief report of the first 
planning meeting of faculty members who are 
enthusiastic about the Alumni College. (See story) 
The Council voted to have the annual meeting 
and reunion on Saturday, July 29, the final day of 
the Alumni College. Alumni from each of the 
Colleges will be invited to attend for the entire 
week or for reunion day activities only. Local 
residents are urged to participate in both the 
Alumni College and special reunion day activities. 
REUNION YEAR CLASSES ARE THOSE 
ENDING IN 3 or 8. 
Officers and Council o f the Alumnae Association 
Folsta Bailey Gibbons, President 
Marilyn Bennett Noonan, Vice President 
Ruth Mead Lang, Secretary 
Marilyn Mitchell Thoren, Treasurer 
Marie Christensen Robb, Past President 
Council-at-large 
Marian Kasper Childers 
Helen Meyer Fuerhoff 
Tanya Yeldell Mallory 
Jacalyn Foreman Martin 
Anne Griggs Midden 
Ann Riker 
Doris Beaumar Shaw 
Robin Smith 
Kelly Starr Wehmer 
Memorial scholarship established 
The Jana Rae (Shimkus. '73 Maddox Memo-
rial Award m Mathematics has been established by 
her husband, Daniel Maddox, '73. In describing the 
purpose of the award, Dan states the following: 
"The award will be given to that freshman 
Lindenwood student who, in the opinion of the 
faculty of the Department of Mathematics, has 
demonstrated a combination of financial need and 
promise for a career in mathematics (or related 
sciences) during the first year of study. The award 
will be given on Honors Day in the spring and will 
be renewable for the sophomore, junior and senior 
years. 
Jana Rae died October 6. 1977, at their home 
m Ann Arbor, Mich. Alumni and friends who wish 
to contribute to the Memorial Fund may do so by 
sending their checks to the Development Office at 
Lmdenwood. 
In Memorium 
Anna Guthermuth died October 8, 1977, at 
the age of 88. Anna had worked for Lindenwood 
for 70 years and many alumni will share this 
memory of her as expressed in an article in the 
"St. Charles Banner News." 
"KCLC-FM staffers have expecially vivid 
memories of Anna. The radio station was her pet 
project and her next door neighbor," says Director 
of Broadcasting, Robert White. " Maybe she took 
care o( broadcast students because she was so 
fond of the station's founder, Martha Boyer," he 
speculates. 
1"' 
Yes, I'm Interested! 
Name----------------
Address ______________ _ 
Subjects I would like to have discussed ____ _ 
I would be bringlng(possibly) _____ people 
____ adults and ______ children, 
ages _ ____ __________ _ 
II you have an Interested friend or neighbor 
please indicate ____________ _ 
Return lo Alumni Oflk:e, 
Tho Llndonwood CoUeg• 
SI Cha,._, Mo. M301 
' ' ' ' ' I 
' ' ' ' . 'I 
' ' ' I 
' 
" It would be my hope that this award would 
enrich the Lindenwood experience for some of the 
Colleges' finest students, and that their subsequent 
successful lives would serve to illuminate the 
reputation and strength of the Colleges abroad. All 
this, in some small repayment to the institution 
which provided my wife with many of the fondest 
memories of her short life." 
II desired, memorials may be sent to the 
Development Office, designated for KCLC-FM. 
------ ----------------------------- ----···· ····------ · ! 
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1927 
Marguente TAINTER Ahrens 
writes that she 1s recovenng nicely 
from knee surgery "I had a new 
knee pul 1n where I had arthnus. h's 
wonderful all lhe things 1hey are 
doing at Barnes for 1he bones and 
Joints." 
1928 
Julia PALMER Parker wnles "I 
truly en1oyed every minute of the 
Sesqu1cenlennial Celebrahon and 
50th Reunion. renewing old 
fnendsh1ps and being refreshed 10 
mind and spint While spending the 
holidays, I hope to contact your 
Lindenwood 4 program m 
Washington Thank you. 
Lindenwood, for the celebra11on, 1he 
gift, and 1he enrichment of my 
years.'' 
1931 
Lorraine ROBIE O'Connor 
wntei. "En10yed the well planned 
reunion, catching up with a few I 
knew as well as L C 1tsell " Lorraine 
recenlly loured the U.S. and 
Canadian Nauonal Parks 
1932 
Mary Jackson reltred 1n May as 
chairman of the department ol 
foreign languages at Norlhwesl 
M1ssoun State Umvers11y. Mary 1s 
the aulhor ol 1wo Spanish readers, 
1he second ol which has Just been 
published by Allyn & Bacon She 1s a 
director ol Firsl Midwest Bank in 
Maryv1le, Mo. 
1937 
Babs LAWTON McConnell's 
daughter, Patsy Lowry. IS married 
and hvmg in Los Angeles. Her son, 
Buz, 1s also married and living in 
Santa Fe She 1s lhe proud 
grandmolher of Megan, born August 
1977, in Santa Fe. 
1951 
Belly PACATTE Turner has 
received an Ed D degree from the 
Graduate School, University of 
Idaho 
Dr Betty Littleton, rec1p1ent or 
an Alumnae Merit Award for 1977, 1s 
acnng academic dean at Stephens 
College, Columbia, Mo. 
1952 
From her new A- frame chalet 10 
the country, Nancy WATKINS 
Dowden wntes that she would love 
to see and hear from LC. friends 
Address. R 2, Box 359A, Bloomfield, 
Ind 47424 
1954 
Eumce SHELEY Spindler 1s 
currently employed at Parsons Child 
and Family Center as their senior 
clinictan. Eunice was recently 
featured in the Aug. 9, 1977, issue of 
"The Helderberg Sun," published in 
Albany, N.Y. , in an article entitled 
"Delmar (NY.) Teacher Travels 
from 'Romper Room' to Area 
Recognition." 
1956 
Anne ASHCRAFT Wh11tng's 
husband. Lew, recently accepted a 
Job with the U.S Olympic 
Comm111ee as d1rec1o r of 1he first 
Olympic Tra1mng Center in Squaw 
Valley. Because ol children in school 
she plans to s tay in San Antonio lor 
1he present time. She is the church 
secretary and program direc1or lor 
SI Andrew Presbyterian Church 
1957 
Cynthia COATSWORTH 
Gilman has recently moved 10 
Nebraska where she plans to do 
post graduate work at Chadron 
State College. She sends her 
greetings to fnends at LC., and 
reported a nice v1s1t with Margie 
TERRELL Langslaff "via Ma Bell," 
during a recent v1s11 10 Denver 
1958 
Ann GA TC HELL N1ssmg was 
elec1ed third vice president, alumni 
adviser or the Nauonal Council of 
Mu Phi Eps~on al their convention in 
Kansas Clly 1n August. 
1963 
Nancy Helen STARK Dosman 
has completed an M A degree 1n 
history, and 1s teaching governmenl. 
U.S history, and world h1slory. 
Carolyn CANNON Bloebaum 
and her husbdnd, Ron, opened a 
new clothing slore in Union City, 
Tenn She works par1-11me in the 
s1ore as a buyer Their son Bryan. 1s 
1he second grade and 1heir daughter. 
Leigh Carol, is in kindergar1en. She 
would welcome visitors from 
undenwood. 
1965 
Linda HALE McCarty teaches 
reading and English, and 1s the 
librarian a1 the West Monona Jumor 
High School, Onawa, la. Linda 
continues to serve as orgamsl at 1he 
Congregational Church. She and her 
husband, Denny, have 1wo children, 
Juhe m fourth grade and Kevin in 
r1rs l 
1966 
Rebecca TRAMMELL Fuller 
received her M.L S. from Rosary 
College 1n River Forest, Ill., in June, 
and 1s now director ol children's 
services at 1he Alsip- Merrionette 
Park Public Library in Alsip, Ill 
1967 
Emtly BROCK Holland 1s now 
working .,, Texas lnslruments, Inc . 
in Dal"'5 as a schematic illustrator 
Smee graduahon Emily has attended 
several uruvers1ties for courses 
related to art and fashion 1llustrat1ng. 
1968 
Pat WALLACE Birkhead's M.A 
diploma from Washington Umvers1ty 
was mailed to her in Miami where 
she and her family have recenlly 
moved. Her husband, Dale, loves his 
new 10b and their children, Missy 
and P-,ut, have adjusted happily to 
new schools and friends. 
Nancy J. Emmons has been 
promoted to the position or school 
psychologist for Atlanta Ga Public 
Schools; she previously 1augh1 high 
school English. 
Carolyn Wilson received her 
B.S in zoology from the Univers11y 
or Arkansas and, with add,11onal 
s1ud1es from Houston College, 
became a member of American 
Registry of Respiratory Therapists 
She 1s presently a clinical instructor 
with Houston College and Dlr<'ctor 
of Education Respiratory Therapy at 
the Umvers11y of Texas M D 
Anderson Hospital 
Diane KENNEDY Bauer keeps 
busy in her spare 11me al The 
Cheese Shop, Barn al l.ucernl', 
Clayton and Kehrs Mill Roads, S1 
Louis 
1969 
Margarel Crawford has rccl'1ved 
a doctor of educa11on degree from 
Oklahoma State Umveri.1ty 
Margaret (Peg) Haller ho1s 1us1 
received a master of science degree 
m remedial reading from Johns 
Hopkins Umversuy. She 1s engagl'd 
to Coast Guard LCDR John D 
Bannan from Boston 
1970 
Karen Desko, alter re turning 
from Spam in 1976 where she 
s1ud1ed a1 the Umvers11y ol Seville, 
has been attending Christopher 
Newport College 10 V1rgm1a and will 
rece,ve a secondary 1each1ng 
cert1f1cate m Spanish in May 1978. 
Karen STUB Follet 1s presently 
s1ud1ng toward a Ph D 10 h1s1ory at 
the University of Copenhagen She 
writes that she was delighted to 
spend an evening in July with Anne 
Schambye and Sally Quillian dnd 1s 
interested in news about 1he 
Colleges 
1971 
Jeanne WEBER Brickman and 
her husband, Howard have tecenlly 
moved to Memphis, Tenn He 
completed h1S air traffic control 
training, and 1s an air trafhc 
controller a t the Memphis airport 
They have a daughter, Kara, who ,s 
lwo years old. 
Mary Ann Umsted wntes: ''I'm 
looking forward to receiving current 
copies ol the "Alumni News" as mail 
was always delayed in Saudi Arabia." 
Mary Ann is living in Savannah, Ga., 
where she teaches 28 first graders 
Keith Askenas, 1s the public 
relat10ns director for the Seattle 
Sounders Soccer Club. He also 
broadcasts !heir road qames 
1972 
William J . King received the 
master of arts degree in secondary 
school administration from Northeast 
Missouri State Universi1y at 
Kirksville. 
Jerry Kritz, producer/ director of 
KETC- TV, in St. Louis has been 
named senior producer in charge of 
local productions at the stud,o 
Linda Sue GRIM McCormick 1s 
a s taff attorney with lhe Legdl Aid 
Bureau of Central Arkansas. Linda's 
husband, Jim, also works lor Legal 
Aid. 
Cathy BAXTER Gilliam 1s 
working loward a master's degree in 
psychology at the University of 
Houston at Clear uike C11y. 
Geraldine ROBINSON Suell 
received a master of educat,on 
degree in secondary educalton from 
the University of M1ssoun St 
Louis in May of this year She 1s 
currently employed with the SI. 
Louis Board of Education as an 
instructor at Community College al 
Fores! Park. 
1973 
Richard L.ieding was on the 
faculty and presen1ed a lecture 
entuled "Generative Grammar and 
hs Place m the Curnculum for the 
Deaf" at M1ss1ss1pp1 College's first 
annual region.ii workshop lor 
educalors or 1he deal 
1974 
Robert and Helen MILFORD 
Weaver have recently moved to 
Chicago. Rob received his M F A 
lhis summer from the University of 
Iowa and 1s employed by a firm 
spec1ahzmg in photr>3ro1phic work lor 
advertisers. Helen 1s working 10 a 
framing shop. 
1975 
Glen Michaels 1s cum.>nlly 
working for the Americdn 
Broadcasting Company 10 th~ public 
relalions photo9r.iph1c dep.inmen1 
He and his wile, Kelli, M<' hvmg in 
Brooklyn and would b" mterei.ted ,n 
hearing from oth\'r Nt>w York alums. 
On a brief visit to 1he campus, 
Brad Anderson, tells u~ he <'Xpecls 
to receive the master of arts degree 
m speech and commumca11on from 
Wake Forest College in North 
Carolina. in May. 
Ken Heinlein ,s an .iccounl 
executive for Radio S1.i11on WAIT in 
Chicago. 
Mary Be1h SCHWARTZE 
Carpenter visited the co1mpus 
recently while working m the St 
Charles area on a pro1ect for Pelers 
Marketing Research of Cres1wood. 
where she 1s now office mandger, 
Michael (Sh<ly) Scholey received 
an associate ol science degree in 
rad10l0g1c cechnology from 
Midwestern Umversny. She 1s 
currently employed in the radiologic 
department 
Gwen Stone has moved 10 
Chicago where she 1s sludymg v1ohn 
w11h Victor O11ey, co concert 
master of the Chicago Symphony. 
uiura FREDERICKS Sal 1s lhe 
manager of K Mart in Norfolk. Neb .. 
Laura was recently selected 
"Manager of the Month" m the 
mtdwest region in compet1110n with 
200 participants She recently 
married Roger Saf, and spent two 
weeks honeymooning in Jamaica 
Susan DURNING Marsee and 
her husband, Don, have recently 
opened as anlique store. "Oak Lane 
Antiques," in Lakeside, Anz. ThP.y 
plan to travel during the winter 
months, combining an11que shows 
with buying trips 
1976 
Chnscopher Coleman, as a part 
of his theological training, 1s teaching 
religion at Ca1hedral Girls High 
School in Manhattan. 
Michael Dean 1s auendmg 
Northeastern Umvers1ty where he 1s 
working on an M.A in poh1tcal 
science in the department ol 
Governmenl and American Affairs 
He writes tha1 Boston 1s "just grea1." 
Libby BURBANK Hamnch 1s 
working in the office of a 
construcbon company in Shawnee 
Mission, Ka.n. 
Maribeth Selvig has been 
promo1ed to 1he pos111on of 
produclion a r11st in card design lor 
Hallmark, Inc , in Kansas Cily 
Judy J ohnson received her 
M.Ed. in counseling and personnel 
services from the University of 
Missoun Columbia in August and 1s 
10b hunting. She would love to hear 
from "pen shy" undenwood rnends. 
Darby DREGALLO Crowley 
has accepted a pos111on with a bank 
m Cambridge, Mass She and her 
husband, D;,Vld, have Jui.I purchased 
a six-acre plot in Mame 
Deboraha STEPHENSON 
Graham 1s working !or dn advert1smg 
agency 1n Fayetteville and plans to 
begin graduate work al lhe 
Umversny of Arkan~s in 1he spring, 
She 1s mteresled in meeting other 
alumni in 1he area 
Jess1cd Moore received the 
master of science degree in finance 
from 1he Umvers11y or Wisconsin at 
Mad1Son and has accepted a pos111on 
as financial mdrkellng analyst at 
Exxon Corporauon's headquar1ers in 
Houston 
Sdrah Vick h.is moved 10 St 
Louis and 1s employed by the 
Richard Claybour Arch11ectual firm 
which spec1ahzes in renovdl!On 
Naomi Ferencz 1s an assistant 
producer ol phone programs for the 
New York T.-lephom:' Company 
1977 
Nina Schole" •~ enrolled m post 
graduate courws ,n i.pec,al 
educa1ton di the Umverslly ol Texa:s. 
Jean Streeler. ,1 conunwng 
educa11on grndudle, is cum.>nlly 
admm1strat1ve ..iss1s1an1 to 1he 
d1rec1or of 1he Sc l.ou1& Un11ed 
Hunger Ellon formed by d rnahtton 
or churches in St. Louis 10 
coordmdte volunteer ac1tvit1es lor 
alleviating hunger 
Ka1hryn B Wnght hds 101ned 
Bank Building Corporation as 
ass1s1an1 pubhc: reldt1ons director A 
1ournahsm gradu..i1e, Kathryn was 
previously employed by KPLR TV. 
Wngh1 and Manning, Inc .. and 
KMOX radio 
Marriages 
1972 Linda Su<' Grim 10 ,Jim 
McCorm1e k Jul~ 2, 1977 
1973 Jocelyn Turn<'• 10 Stl'phen W 
Juckeu. June 4, 1977 
1973 N..incy Kirchhoff 10 Cums R 
Burket. Mo1y 21, 1977 
1975 Glenn Michaels 10 Kett, Mane 
Graham, June 18, 197 t 
1976 Lesl!'y l. Roch(•ck to George 
Wilham Johnson, Sepwmber 10, 1977 
1976 N.iom1 ren•m·z to Robert J 
Farley Novembl!r 12, 1977 
Births 
1969 Brenda Johnson, a daughter, 
Rhiannon Stephanie, April 26, 1977 
1969 Margaret Gail PHILBRICK 
Minke, a son Damel Ross, May 20, 
1977 
1969 Anne Claire DOHERTY 
Khosropour, a daugh1er, Phedra 
Yasameen, October 3 1, 1977 
1971 Ann CRUSA Wyman. a 
daughter, Madehne, June 6, 1977 
1976 Jana SCHMULBACH Stubbs, 
a daughter, Oc1ober 30, 1977 
Deaths 
1919 Elizabe1h CLARK Post 
1924 Elizabeth DEMING Ware 
1931 Mary Lou Wardley, J uly 12, 1977 
1938 Susan Elame SMITH Robinson 
1964 Jo Ann Wh111s 
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